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DECAY ESTIMATES FOR LARGE VELOCITIES IN

THE BOLTZMANN EQUATION WITHOUT CUTOFF

by Cyril Imbert, Clément Mouhot & Luis Silvestre

Abstract. —We consider solutions f = f(t, x, v) to the full (spatially inhomogeneous) Boltz-
mann equation with periodic spatial conditions x ∈ Td, for hard and moderately soft poten-
tials without the angular cutoff assumption, and under the a priori assumption that the main
hydrodynamic fields, namely the local mass

∫
f dv and local energy

∫
f |v|2 dv and local entropy∫

f ln f dv, are controlled along time. We establish quantitative estimates of propagation in time
of “pointwise polynomial moments”, i.e., supx,v f(t, x, v)(1 + |v|)q , q > 0. In the case of hard
potentials, we also prove appearance of these moments for all q > 0. In the case of moderately
soft potentials, we prove the appearance of low-order pointwise moments. All these conditional
bounds are uniform as t goes to +∞, conditionally to the bounds on the hydrodynamic fields
being uniform.

Résumé (Décroissance aux grandes vitesses pour les solutions de l’équation de Boltzmann sans
troncature angulaire)

Cet article considère des solutions a priori f = f(t, x, v) de l’équation de Boltzmann sans
hypothèse d’homogénéité spatiale et avec conditions périodiques x∈Td, pour des interactions de
type potentiels durs ou modérément mous sans troncature angulaire. Sous l’hypothèse a priori
que les champs hydrodynamiques associés à la solution : masse locale

∫
f dv, énergie locale∫

f |v|2 dv, entropie locale
∫
f ln f dv, restent bornés au cours du temps, nous montrons des

bornes sur les « moments polynomiaux ponctuels » supx,v f(t, x, v)(1 + |v|q), q > 0. Ces mo-
ments sont propagés dans le cas des potentiels modérément mous, et apparaissent dans le cas
des potentiels durs. Dans le cas des potentiels modérément mous, nous montrons également l’ap-
parition de moments ponctuels d’ordre bas. Toutes ces bornes conditionnelles sont uniformes
en temps grand, dès lors que les bornes sur les champs hydrodynamiques sont elles-mêmes
uniformes en temps grand.
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1. Introduction

1.1. The Boltzmann equation. — The Boltzmann equation models the evolution of
rarefied gases, described through the probability density of the particles in the phase
space. It sits at a mesoscopic scale between the hydrodynamic equations (e.g. the
compressible Euler or Navier Stokes equations) describing the evolution of observable
quantities on a large scale, and the complicated dynamical system describing the
movement of the very large number of molecules in the gas. Fluctuations around
steady state, on a large scale, follow incompressible Navier-Stokes equations under
the appropriate limit.

This probability density of particles is a non-negative function f = f(t, x, v) defined
on a given time interval I ∈ R and (x, v) ∈ Rd×Rd and it solves the integro-differential
Boltzmann equation

(1.1) ∂tf + v · ∇xf = Q(f, f).

The bilinear Boltzmann collision operator Q(f1, f2) is defined as

Q(f1, f2) :=

∫

Rd

∫

Sd−1

[
f1(v′∗)f2(v′)− f1(v∗)f2(v)

]
B(|v − v∗|, cos θ) dv∗ dσ,

where B is the collision kernel and the pre-collisional velocities v′∗ and v′ are given
by (see Figure 1.1)

v′ :=
v + v∗

2
+
|v − v∗|

2
σ and v′∗ :=

v + v∗
2
− |v − v∗|

2
σ.

The so-called deviation angle θ is the angle between the pre- and post-collisional
relative velocities (observe that |v − v∗| = |v′ − v′∗|):

cos θ :=
v − v∗
|v − v∗|

· v
′ − v′∗
|v′ − v′∗|

and σ :=
v′ − v′∗
|v′ − v′∗|

sin(θ/2) :=
v′ − v
|v′ − v| · σ and cos(θ/2) :=

v′ − v∗
|v′ − v∗|

· σ.

The precise form of the collision kernel B depends on the molecular interaction [19].
For all long-range interactions, that is all interactions apart from the hard spheres
model, it is singular at θ ∼ 0, i.e., small deviation angles that correspond to grazing
collisions. Keeping this singularity dictated by physics in the mathematical analysis
has come to be known quite oddly as a non-cutoff assumption. In dimension d = 3,
when this long-range interaction derives from a power-law repulsive force F (r) =

Cr−α with α ∈ (2,+∞), then B is given by (see [19] and [52, Chap. 1])

B(r, cos θ) = rγb(cos θ) with b(cos θ) ∼θ∼0 cst θ−(d−1)−2s

with γ = (α− 5)/(α− 1) ∈ (−d, 1), C > 0 and s = 1/(α− 1) ∈ (0, 1). The singularity
of b at grazing collisions θ ∼ 0 is the legacy of long-range interactions.
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Figure 1. The geometry of the binary collision.

The bilinear Boltzmann collision operator Q(f1, f2) is defined as

Q(f1, f2) :=

Z

Rd

Z

Sd�1

h
f1(v

0
⇤)f2(v

0) � f1(v⇤)f2(v)
i
B(|v � v⇤|, cos ✓) dv⇤ d�

where B is the collision kernel and the pre-collisional velocities v0⇤ and v0 are given
by (see Figure 1)

v0 :=
v + v⇤

2
+

|v � v⇤|
2

� and v0⇤ :=
v + v⇤

2
� |v � v⇤|

2
�.

The so-called deviation angle ✓ is the angle between the pre- and post-collisional
relative velocities (observe that |v � v⇤| = |v0 � v0⇤|):

cos ✓ :=
v � v⇤
|v � v⇤|

· v0 � v0⇤
|v0 � v0⇤|

and � :=
v0 � v0⇤
|v0 � v0⇤|

sin(✓/2) :=
v0 � v

|v0 � v| · � and cos(✓/2) :=
v0 � v⇤
|v0 � v⇤|

· �.

The precise form of the collision kernel B depends on the molecular interaction
[19]. For all long-range interactions, that is all interactions apart from the hard
spheres model, it is singular at ✓ ⇠ 0, i.e. small deviation angles that correspond to
grazing collisions. Keeping this singularity dictated by physics in the mathematical
analysis has come to be known quite oddly as a non-cuto↵ assumption. In dimension
d = 3, when this long-range interaction derives from a power-law repulsive force
F (r) = Cr�↵ with ↵ 2 (2, +1), then B is given by (see [19] and [52, Chapter 1])

B(r, cos ✓) = r�b(cos ✓) with b(cos ✓) ⇠✓⇠0 cst ✓�(d�1)�2s

with � = ↵�5
↵�1 2 (�d, 1), C > 0 and s = 1

↵�1 2 (0, 1). The singularity of b at grazing
collisions ✓ ⇠ 0 is the legacy of long-range interactions.

The assumption above is vaguely formulated as far as the singularity is concerned,
the more precise formulation that we will use in this paper is

(1.2)

8
<
:

B(r, cos ✓) = r�b(cos ✓)

b(cos ✓) = (sin ✓/2)�(d�2)+�(tan ✓/2)�(�+2s+1)b̃(cos ✓)

Figure 1. The geometry of the binary collision.

The assumption above is vaguely formulated as far as the singularity is concerned,
the more precise formulation that we will use in this paper is

(1.2)




B(r, cos θ) = rγb(cos θ)

b(cos θ) = (sin θ/2)−(d−2)+γ(tan θ/2)−(γ+2s+1)b̃(cos θ)

with some smooth b̃ satisfying 0 < b̃0 6 b̃ 6 b̃1 for constants b̃0, b̃1 > 0. The precise
mixture of sinus and tangent functions to model the singularity is made for technical
convenience and is no loss of generality: it is easy to check using the symmetry of the
collision process v′ ↔ v′∗ that physical collision kernels satisfy it. It corresponds to
the technical condition (3.1) in [49].

We consider collision kernels satisfying (1.2) in general dimension d > 2 and with
general exponents γ ∈ (−d, 2] and s ∈ (0, 1) that are not necessarily derived from the
inverse power-law formula above. The hard spheres interactions play the role of the
limit case α→∞ (γ = 1 and integrable b).

It is standard terminology in dimension d = 3 to denote respectively:

– the case α = 5 (γ = 0 and 2s = 1/2) as Maxwell molecules [42],
– the case α ∈ (5,+∞) (γ ∈ (0, 1) and 2s ∈ (0, 1/2)) as hard potentials,
– the case α ∈ [3, 5) (γ ∈ [−1, 0) and 2s ∈ (1/2, 1]) as moderately soft potentials,
– the case α ∈ (2, 3) (γ ∈ (−3,−1) and 2s ∈ (1, 2)) as very soft potentials.

The limit s → 1 is called the grazing collision limit, and in this limit the Boltz-
mann collision operator converges to the Landau-Coulomb collision operator. It turns
out that the threshold between moderately and very soft potentials corresponds to
γ + 2s = 0. We therefore denote by moderately soft potentials, in any dimension d > 2,
the case γ + 2s ∈ [0, 2].

J.É.P. — M., 2020, tome 7
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1.2. The question at hand. — The global well-posedness for solutions to the inho-
mogeneous Boltzmann equation is an outstanding open problem. Since it is a more
detailed model than the Euler and Navier-Stokes equations, and it includes these
equations as limits in certain scalings, one can expect that it will share some of
the (currently intractable) difficulties of these hydrodynamic models. Even in the
spatially homogeneous case, the Cauchy problem is shown to be well-posed without
perturbative assumptions only in the case of moderately soft potentials [23]. Given
that global well-posedness seems out of reach at present time, our more realistic goal
is to show that for suitable initial data f(0, x, v) = f0(x, v), the equation (1.1) has
a unique smooth solution for as long as its associated hydrodynamic quantities stay
under control. Morally, this neglects the hydrodynamic difficulties of the model and
concentrates on the difficulties that are intrinsic to the kinetic representation of the
fluid.

Let us state the longer-term conjecture. Consider the following hydrodynamic quan-
tities

(mass density) M(t, x) :=

∫

Rd
f(t, x, v) dv,

(energy density) E(t, x) :=

∫

Rd
f(t, x, v)|v|2 dv,

(entropy density) H(t, x) :=

∫

Rd
f ln f(t, x, v) dv.

Conjecture (conditional regularisation). — Consider any solution

f ∈ L∞([0, T ], L1(Rd × Rd))

to (1.1) on a time interval [0, T ] for some T ∈ (0,+∞], such that the hydrodynamic
fields of f remain controlled on this time interval: more precisely assume that for all
points (t, x), the mass density is bounded below and above 0 < m0 6 M(t, x) 6 M0,
the energy density is bounded above E(t, x) 6 E0 and the entropy density is bounded
above H(t, x) 6 H0 (for constants m0,M0, E0, H0 > 0). Then this solution is bounded
and smooth on (0, T ].

Remarks 1.1
(1) Observe that the contraposition of this statement means that any finite-time

blow-up in solutions to the Boltzmann equation with long-range interactions must
include a blow-up in the hydrodynamic quantity (local mass, energy or entropy di-
verging at some position), or the creation of vacuum (local mass vanishing at some
position). In other words, one of the hydrodynamic bounds above has to degenerate
as t ↑ T−.

(2) There are two natural ways in which this conjecture can be strengthened or
weakened:

(a) Strengthening the statement: the blow-up scenario through the creation
of vacuum is likely to be ruled out by further work, which means that the
lower bound assumption on the mass could be removed. Mixing in velocity
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through collisions combined with transport effects generate lower bounds in
many settings, see [47, 27, 14, 13], and the assumption was indeed removed
for the related Landau equation with moderately soft potentials in [35]. We
might also expect that the pointwise bounds could be replaced with an Lpt (Lqx)

bound for E, M and H, similar to the Prodi-Serrin condition for Navier-Stokes
equations.

(b) Weakening the statement: more regularity or decay could be assumed on
the initial data, as long as it is propagated conditionally to the hydrodynamic
bounds assumed on the solution. This would slightly weaken the conjecture but
the contraposed conclusion would remain unchanged: any blow-up must occur
at the level of the hydrodynamic quantities.

1.3. Known results of conditional regularisation in kinetic theory

1.3.1. The Boltzmann equation with long-range interactions. — In [5], the authors
prove that if the solution f has five derivatives in L2, with respect to all variables t, x
and v, weighted by 〈v〉q := (1 + |v|2)q/2 for arbitrarily large powers q, and in addition
the mass density is bounded below, then the solution f is C∞. Note also that stability
(uniqueness) holds under such H5

x,v(〈v〉q) regularity. Note also the previous partial
result [24] and the subsequent follow-up papers [2, 36, 4, 3, 45] in the spatially
homogeneous case, with less assumption on the initial data. Our goal however is to
reduce the regularity assumed on the solution as close to the minimal hydrodynamic
bounds as possible.

The natural strategy we follow goes through the following steps:
(1) A pointwise estimate in L∞((0, T ] × Rd × Rd): observe that hydrodynamic

quantities only control v-integrals on the solution.
(2) A decay estimate for large velocities: the non-compact velocity space is a source

of mathematical difficulties in the Boltzmann theory, and badly thermalised solutions
(e.g. spikes of high-velocity particles) break regularity estimates. Such decay can be
searched in L1 (moment estimates) or L∞ spaces as in this paper.

(3) A regularisation estimate in Hölder spaces: this is where the hypoelliptic nature
of the equation enters the strategy, and such a regularity estimate is in the spirit of
De Giorgi-Nash-Moser theory.

(4) Schauder estimates to obtain higher regularity by bootstrap: this is a standard
principle for quasilinear equations that regularity can be bootstrapped in Ck Hölder
spaces, but the non-local integral nature of the collision operator creates new inter-
esting difficulties.

The first step was completed in [49]. The main result in the present paper is the
completion of the second step, i.e., decay estimate for large velocities. The third step,
i.e., the regularisation in Cα was completed in [38]. The bootstrap mechanism to
obtain higher regularity is the piece of the puzzle that currently remains unsolved.
In future work, we intend to address the forth step using the Schauder estimates
from [39].

J.É.P. — M., 2020, tome 7
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1.3.2. The Landau equation. — This program of “conditional regularisation” follow-
ing the four steps above has already been carried out for the inhomogeneous Landau
equation with moderately soft potentials, which corresponds to the limit of the Boltz-
mann equation as s→ 1, when furthermore γ ∈ [−2, 0]. The L∞ estimate, as well as
Gaussian upper bounds, were obtained in [16] (first and second steps). The regular-
isation estimate in Hölder spaces was obtained in [30] (third step). The fourth step
was completed in [34] in the form of Schauder estimates for kinetic parabolic equa-
tions. The regularity of solutions of the Landau equation is iteratively improved using
Schauder estimates up to C∞ regularity. In the physical case of the Landau-Coulomb
equation (playing the role of the limit case α = 2, γ = −3, s = 1 in dimension 3), the
conjecture is still open: the L∞ bound is missing (see however partial results in this
direction in [50]), and the Schauder estimates [34] do not cover this case even though
this last point is probably only a milder technical issue.

An important inspiration we draw from the case of the Landau equation is that
the iterative gain of regularity in the spirit of [34] require a solution that decays, as
|v| → ∞, faster than any algebraic power rate |v|−q. We expect the same general
principle to apply to the Boltzmann equation.

1.4. Main result. — We consider in this paper strong (classical) solutions to the
Boltzmann equation in the torus x ∈ Td (periodic spatial boundary conditions) with
decay O((1 + |v|)−∞), i.e., polynomial of any order.

Definition 1.2 (Classical solutions to the Boltzmann equation with rapid decay)
Given T ∈ (0,+∞], we say that a function f : [0, T ] × Td × Rd → [0,+∞) is a

classical solution to the Boltzmann equation (1.1) with rapid decay if
– the function f is differentiable in t and x and twice differentiable in v everywhere;
– the equation (1.1) holds classically at every point in [0, T ]× Td × Rd;
– for any q > 0, (1 + |v|)qf(t, x, v) is uniformly bounded on [0, T ]× Td × Rd.

We chose the setting of classical solutions. This is natural because we work under
a priori assumptions (the hydrodynamic bounds), and moreover the only theory of
existence of weak solutions available in the case of long-range interactions is the
theory of “renormalized solution with defect measure” [6], that extends the notion of
renormalized solutions of DiPerna and P.-L. Lions [25], and these very weak solutions
are too weak to be handled by the methods of this paper. The rapid polynomial decay
we impose at large velocities is a qualitative assumption that we make for technical
reasons: just like the periodicity in x, it is used to guarantee the existence of a first
contact point in the argument of maximum principle. It is specially needed in the
case γ > 0. However the estimates in the conclusion of our theorem do not depend
on the decay rate as |v| → ∞ that is initially assumed for the solution (otherwise,
the theorem would obviously be empty). We discuss in Section 5 how to relax this
qualitative assumption.
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Theorem 1.3 (Pointwise moment bounds for the Boltzmann with hard or moderately
soft potentials)

Let γ ∈ (−2, 2) and s ∈ (0, 1) satisfy γ + 2s ∈ [0, 2] and f be a solution of the
Boltzmann equation (1.1) as in Definition 1.2 such that f(0, x, v) = f0(x, v) in Td×Rd
and

(1.3) ∀ (t, x) ∈ [0, T ]× Td, 0<m06M(t, x)6M0, E(t, x)6E0 and H(t, x)6H0

holds true for some positive constants m0,M0, E0, H0. It was then proved in [49] that f
satisfies an L∞ a priori estimate depending on these constants (see Theorem 4.1
recalled later); we establish here the following more precise decay estimates at large
velocities.

(1) Propagation of “pointwise moments” for moderately soft and hard potentials.
There exists q0 depending on d, s, γ, m0, M0, E0, H0 such that if q > q0 and
f0 6 C(1 + |v|)−q for some C > 0 then there exists a constant N depending on C,
m0, M0, E0, H0, q, d, γ and s, such that

∀ t ∈ [0, T ], x ∈ Td, v ∈ Rd, f(t, x, v) 6 N (1 + |v|)−q .
(2) Appearance of “pointwise moments” for hard potentials. If additionally γ ∈

(0, 2) then, for any q > 0 there exists a constant N depending onm0,M0, E0, H0, q, d, γ

and s and a power β > 0 depending on d, q, γ and s such that

∀ t ∈ (0, T ], x ∈ Td, v ∈ Rd, f(t, x, v) 6 N
(
1 + t−β

)
(1 + |v|)−q .

(3) Appearance of lower order “pointwise moments” for moderately soft potentials.
For all γ ∈ (−2, 0], there exists a constant N depending on m0,M0, E0, H0, d, γ and s
such that

∀ t ∈ (0, T ], x ∈ Td, v ∈ Rd, f(t, x, v) 6 N(1 + t−d/2s) (1 + |v|)−d−1−dγ/2s
.

Remarks 1.4
(1) In the third point (3), the “order” of the pointwise decay is lower than what

would ensure integrability in the energy bound
∫
f |v|2 dv < +∞ since d+1+γd/2s <

d+1. Since γ+2s > 0 (moderately soft potentials), d+1+γd/2s > 1. More precisely, in
dimension 3 and for an inverse power-law interaction force Cr−α this is (3α−7)/2 with
α ∈ [3, 5). However this bound is locally (in v) stronger than the energy bound as it is
pointwise, and it does not depend on norms on derivatives through an interpolation
argument.

(2) In the proof of point (2), our reasoning provides β = d/(2s) + q/γ if q is large,
without claim of optimality.

(3) As discussed in Section 5, see Theorem 5.2, the qualitative assumption of rapid
decay can be relaxed entirely for (3) and for (2) for q = d + 1 and also for (1) when
γ 6 0 and q large enough. Finally for (2) it can be weakened to (1 + |v|q0)f uniformly
bounded on t ∈ [0, T ], x ∈ Td, v ∈ Rd for some q0 large enough.

(4) It is conceivable that some versions points (1) and (2) of Theorem 1.3 should
hold in the cutoff case, probably with stronger conclusions. We are interested here in
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150 C. Imbert, C. Mouhot & L. Silvestre

the non-cutoff model, so we have not investigated this problem. Note however that
point (3) is likely to be false in the cutoff case, i.e., to be of a strictly non-cutoff
nature.

(5) Note that our conditional bounds are uniform as t → +∞, provided that the
bounds on the hydrodynamic fields are also uniform as t→ +∞. The latter is known
for spatially homogeneous solutions, and in this case our result implies uniform in time
bounds on the pointwise moments in the case of moderately soft potentials which is
new to the best of our knowledge (and improves on the previous results [21, 22]).

1.5. Decay at large velocity in the Boltzmann theory. — The study of the decay
at large velocity is central in the study of solutions to the Boltzmann equation, and
has a long history. Such decay is necessary for instance to prove that appropriate
weak solutions satisfy the conservation of the kinetic energy (second moment), and
more generally appears in any regularity estimate.

1.5.1. Moment estimates (weighted L1 estimates). — Measuring the decay at large ve-
locity in terms of moments, i.e., weighted integral

∫
f |v|q dv, is a natural step in view

of the fact that the velocity space is unbounded and the collision operator integrates
over all velocities. The study of moments was initiated for Maxwellian potentials
(γ = 0) in the spatially homogeneous case in [37, 51]: closed systems of exact differ-
ential equations are derived for polynomial moments and their propagation in time is
shown, without any possibility of appearance. In the case of hard potentials (γ > 0)
with angular cutoff (playing the role of “s = 0”) and spatial homogeneity (no x

dependency), the study of moments relies on the so-called Povzner identities [48]:
– Elmroth [26] used them to prove that if any moment q > 2 exists initially, then

they remain bounded for all times.
– Desvillettes [21] then showed that all moments are generated as soon as one

moment of order q > 2 exists initially.
– Finally [44, 40] proved that even the condition on one moment of order s > 2

can be dispensed with and only the conservation of the energy is required; it was later
extended to the spatially homogeneous hard potentials without cutoff in [53].

– Then Bobylev [10], through some clever refinement of the Povzner inequality and
infinite summation, proved, for spatially homogeneous hard potentials with cutoff, the
propagation of (integral) exponential tail estimates

∫
feC|v|

b

dv with b ∈ (0, 2] and C
small enough if b = 2.

– This result was extended in [12] to more general collision kernels, that remains
variants of hard potentials with cutoff.

– Finally the Bobylev’s argument was improved to obtain generation of (integral)
exponential tail estimates

∫
feC|v|

b

dv with b ∈ (0, γ] in [43, 7].
– The case of measure-valued solutions in the spatially homogeneous hard po-

tentials with cutoff is considered in [41], and the case of the Boltzmann-Nordheim
equation for bosons was addressed in [15].

Let us also mention two important extensions of these methods:
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– In the case of spatially homogeneous moderately soft potentials with cutoff,
Desvillettes [21] proved for γ ∈ (−1, 0) that initially bounded polynomial moments
grow at most linearly with time and it is explained in [52] that the method applies to
γ ∈ [−2, 0). This was later improved [22] into bounds uniform in time thanks to the
convergence to equilibrium.

– In [31, §5], the appearance and propagation of polynomial moments L1
vL
∞
x (1 +

|v|q) is proved for the the spatially inhomogeneous Boltzmann equation in x ∈ Td

for hard spheres, as well as the appearance and propagation of exponential moments
L1
vW

3,1
x (ec|v|). All these results assume bounds on the hydrodynamic quantities similar

to what is assumed in this paper.

1.5.2. Pointwise decay (weighted L∞ estimates). — In the spatially homogeneous set-
ting (with cutoff), the study of pointwise decay goes back to Carleman [17, 18], where
it was first studied for radially symmetric solutions f = f(t, |v|), and was further
developed in [9] (see also the Lp bounds in [32, 33]). The first exponential pointwise
bound was obtained in [28] and the latter paper pioneered the use of the comparison
principle for the Boltzmann equation: the authors obtain pointwise Gaussian upper
and lower bounds. The method was extended in [11], and in [29] (using estimates from
[8]) where the authors prove exponential (but not exactly Gaussian) upper bound for
the space homogeneous non-cutoff Boltzmann equation.

Regarding the spatially inhomogeneous setting, it is mentioned in [52, Chap. 2,
§2] that: “In the case of the full, spatially-inhomogeneous Boltzmann equation there
is absolutely no clue of how to get such [moment] estimates. This would be a major
breakthrough in the theory”. This refers to unconditional moment bounds, and, as the
result in [31, §5] mentioned above shows, it is expected that some of these estimates
can be extended to the space inhomogeneous case under the assumptions that the
hydrodynamic quantities stay under control. However, moment estimates obtained
using Povzner inequalities would, in the most optimistic scenario, involve an upper
bound on a weighted integral quantity with respect to x and v. There seems to be
no natural procedure to imply pointwise upper bounds from them. Indeed, in order
to apply methods similar to [28, 11, 29] to the space inhomogeneous case, we would
first need strong L∞t,xL1

v(ω) moments for some weight ω (probably exponential). In
this paper, we bypass any analysis of moment estimates by obtaining pointwise upper
bounds directly.

1.6. Strategy of proof. — The proof of the main theorem consists in proving that
the solution satisfies f(t, x, v) < g(t, v) with g(t, v) := N(t)(1 + |v|)−q, for different
choices of the function N : (0,+∞) → (0,+∞) and q ∈ (0,+∞). The appearance
of pointwise bounds requires N(t) → +∞ as t → 0, whereas the function N(t) is
bounded near t = 0 for proving propagation of pointwise bounds. Without loss of
generality, it is convenient in order to simplify calculations to use instead the barrier
g(t, v) = N(t) min(1, |v|−q).
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We then ensure that the comparison is satisfied initially and look for the first time
t0 > 0 when the inequality is invalidated. We prove the existence of a first contact
point (t0, x0, v0) such that f(t0, x0, v0) = g(t0, v0), and search for a contradiction
at this point. The existence of this first contact point follows from the rapid decay
assumption in Definition 1.2 and the compactness of the spatial domain.

At the first contact point we have f(t0, x0, v0) = g(t0, v0). Since the right hand
side does not depend on x, we must have ∇xf(t0, x0, v0) = 0. We also deduce that
∂tf(t0, x0, v0) > ∂tg(t0, v0). Therefore, since f solves the equation (1.1), we have

(1.4) ∂tg(t0, v0) 6 ∂tf(t0, x0, v0) = Q(f, f)(t0, x0, v0).

We then decompose the collision operator (using the so-called Carleman representa-
tion, see (2.1) and (3.2) below) into Q = G+B+Qns where G is the “good” term, that
is to say negative at large velocities, B is the “bad” term, treated as a positive error
term at large velocities, and finally Qns is a remaining “non-singular / lower order
term” where the angular singularity has been removed by the so-called “cancellation
lemma”. The core of the proof then consists in proving that the “good” negative term
dominates over all the other terms at large velocities, hence yielding a contradiction.

Remark that the only purpose of the rapid decay assumption in Definition 1.2 is to
obtain this first contact point (t0, x0, v0). In Section 5 we explore a setting in which we
can relax this qualitative assumption: we add a small correction term to the function
g(t, v) in order to ensure the inequality f < g for large values of v; we recover a large
part of Theorem 1.3, but run into technical problems when γ > 0 (see Theorem 5.2).

1.7. Open questions. — Here are some natural questions that remain unanswered
and are natural problems to investigate in the future:

– Our result says, for some range of parameters, that the rate of decay of the
solution f(t, x, v) is faster than any power function |v|−q as |v| → ∞. The most
desirable result would be to obtain the appearance of exponential upper bounds on
supx,v fe

C|v|κ or the propagation of Gaussian upper bound supx,v fe
C|v|2 as in [28]

or [16]. This seems to require new techniques.
– Another open problem regards the range of parameters γ, s for which the bounds

hold. This work is restricted to moderately soft potentials γ + 2s ∈ [0, 2]. The case
γ + 2s ∈ (−1, 0) (very soft potentials) is of great interest but seems out of reach
with the current methods and requires new ideas. The non-physical range γ + 2s > 2

presents a difficulty in that the energy estimate is insufficient to control the kernel
Kf defined in (2.3).

– It would also be interesting to relax the qualitative assumption of rapid decay in
Definition 1.2 of the solutions we use. We explore this question in Section 5. In the
case γ 6 0, we recover essentially the same result as in Theorem 1.3 without assuming
the rapid decay at infinity of solutions provided that γ + 2s < 1. In the case γ > 0,
we can always generate decay of the form f 6 N |v|−d−1. However, in order to obtain
an upper bound that decays with a higher power, we need to make the qualitative
assumption that lim|v|→∞ |v|q0f(t, x, v) = 0 for some power q0 that depends on all
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the other parameters. We would naturally expect the estimates in Theorem 1.3 to
hold for solutions with only the energy decay.

1.8. Organisation of the article. — Section 2 reviews quickly results from previous
works that are used in the proof of the main result. The collision operator is divided
into different pieces which are estimated successively in Section 3. Section 4 contains
the proof of the main result. Finally Section 5 discusses how to relax the assumption
of rapid decay.

1.9. Notation. — For two real numbers a, b ∈ R, we write a ∧ b for their minimum.
Moreover, a . b means that a 6 Cb with C only depending on dimension, γ, s
and hydrodynamic quantities m0,M0, E0, H0. The notation a .q b means that C
may additionally depend on the parameter q. Constants Cq, Rq also depend on q,
and can be large. The constant cq is “explicit” in Proposition 3.1. We sometimes use
the shorthand f ′ = f(v′), f ′∗ = f(v′∗), f = f(v), f∗ = f(v∗). We will also denote
classically: w := v′ − v, ω = w/|w|, u := v′∗ − v, û = u/|u|.

2. Preliminaries results

2.1. Cancellation lemma and Carleman representation. — We split the Boltzmann
collision operator in two, along an idea introduced in [1], and use the so-called can-
cellation lemma from the latter paper to estimate the non-singular part. Then, in the
remaining singular part, we change variables to the so-called Carleman representation
introduced in [17, 18] (see also [52, §4.6] for a review, and developed in the non-cutoff
case in [49, §4]). Given a velocity v, the possible binary collisions can be parametrised
(i) by v∗ ∈ Rd, σ ∈ Sd−1 which is sometimes called the “σ-representation” given in
the previous section, (ii) by v∗ ∈ Rd and ω ∈ Sd−1 with ω := (v′ − v)/|v′ − v| (see
Figure 1.1) which is sometimes called the “ω-representation”, and (iii) by v′ ∈ Rd and
v′∗ ∈ v + (v′ − v)⊥ (the (d − 1)-dimensional hyperplane) which is called the “Carle-
man representation” to acknowledge its introduction in [17] in the radial case. This
alternative Carleman representation is used, as in previous works, in order to write
the Boltzmann collision operator as an integral singular Markov generator applied to
its second argument, with an explicit kernel depending on its first argument.

The splitting is (without caring for now about convergences of integrals):
Q(f1, f2)(v)

=

∫

Rd×Sd−1

[
f1(v′∗)f2(v′)− f1(v∗)f2(v)

]
B dv∗ dσ

=

∫
f1(v′∗)

[
f2(v′)− f2(v)

]
B dv∗ dσ + f2(v)

∫ [
f1(v′∗)− f1(v∗)

]
B dv∗ dσ

=: Qs(f1, f2) +Qns(f1, f2),

(2.1)

where “s” stands for “singular” and “ns” stands for “non-singular”.
Let us first consider the non-singular part Qns. Given v ∈ Rd, the change of vari-

ables (v∗, σ) 7→ (v′∗, σ) has Jacobian dv′∗dσ = 2d−1(cos θ/2)2 dv∗dσ, which yields
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(same calculation as [1, Lem. 1])

Qns(f1, f2)(v) = f2(v)

∫

Rd

∫

Sd−1

[
f1(v′∗)− f1(v∗)

]
B dv∗ dσ =: f2(v)(f1 ∗ S)(v)

with

S(u) :=
∣∣Sd−2

∣∣
∫ π/2

0

(sin θ)d−2
[
(cos θ/2)−dB

( |u|
cos θ/2

, cos θ
)
−B(|u|, cos θ)

]
dθ

=
∣∣Sd−2

∣∣ |u|γ
∫ π/2

0

(sin θ)d−2
[
(cos θ/2)−d−γ − 1

]
b(cos θ) dθ

=: CS |u|γ ,

where we have used the precise form (1.2) of the collision kernel in the second line. The
constant CS > 0 is finite and only depends on b, d, and γ. In short, the cancellation
lemma is a kind of discrete integration by parts where the singularity of the fractional
derivative is pushed onto the kernel itself.

Let us consider the singular part Qs. We change variables (Carleman representa-
tion) according to (v∗, σ) 7→ (v′, v′∗) as described above. The Jacobian is dv∗dσ =

2d−1|v − v′|−1|v − v∗|−(d−2) dv′dv′∗ (see for instance [49, Lem.A.1]):

(2.2) Qs(f1, f2)(v) = p. v.

∫

Rd
Kf1(v, v′)

[
f2(v′)− f2(v)

]
dv′,

where

Kf1(v, v′) :=
1

|v′ − v|

∫

v′∗∈ v+(v′−v)⊥
f1(v′∗)|v − v∗|γ−(d−2)b(cos θ) dv′∗

:=
1

|v′ − v|d+2s

∫

v′∗∈ v+(v′−v)⊥
f1(v′∗)|v − v′∗|γ+2s+1b̃(cos θ) dv′∗,(2.3)

where we have used the assumption (1.2) and in particular the fact that

b(cos θ) = |v − v′|−(d−1)−2s|v − v∗|(d−2)−γ |v − v′∗|γ+2s+1b̃(cos θ).

The notation p. v. denotes the Cauchy principal value around the point v. Note that
it is needed only when s > [1/2, 1).

One can reverse the order of the integration variables to get the alternative formula

(2.4) Qs(f1, f2) = p. v.

∫

v′∗∈Rd
f1(v′∗)|v− v′∗|γ+2s

∫

v′∈v+(v−v′∗)⊥

[
f2(v′)− f2(v)

]̃
b

|v′ − v|d−1+2s
dv′.

Note that we have used the following standard manipulation:
∫

u∈Rd

∫

w⊥u
F (u,w) dw du =

∫

u,w∈Rd
F (u,w)δ(w · û) dw du

=

∫

u,w∈Rd
F (u,w)δ(|w|(ŵ · û)) dw du =

∫

u,w∈Rd
F (u,w)|w|−1δ(ŵ · û) dw du

=

∫

u,w∈Rd
F (u,w)

|u|
|w| δ(u · ŵ) dudw =

∫

w∈Rd

∫

u⊥w

|u|
|w| F (u,w) dudw.
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2.2. Lower bound induced by the hydrodynamic bounds. — It is classical that, for
each x, the controls on the local mass, energy and entropy, and the non-vacuum
condition, together imply that the mass is bounded below and cannot concentrate in
a zero-measure set: hence it implies pointwise lower bound on non zero-measure sets.

Lemma 2.1 (Lower bound on a set with positive measure). — Under the assumption
(1.3), there exists R0 > 0 such that for all t ∈ [0, T ] and x ∈ Td there exists a set
D = D(t, x) ⊂ BR0

such that

∀ v ∈ D(t, x), f(t, x, v) > c0 and |D(t, x)| > µ > 0

for R0 and µ only depending on M0,m0, E0, H0 and dimension.

Proof. — The proof is elementary and can be found for instance in [49, Lem. 4.6]. It
follows from the classical fact that the entropy bound implies the non-concentration
estimate

∫

A

f(t, x, v) dv .M0,H0
ϕ(|A|) with ϕ(r) = ln(1 + r) +

[
ln
(
r−1
)]−1

and A a Borel set and |A| its Lebesgue measure. The energy bound provides tightness
and prevents the mass from being arbitrarily far from the origin. �

2.3. The cone of non-degeneracy. — We recall from [49, 38] the following more
subtle result.

Lemma 2.2 (Cone of non-degeneracy). — Consider a non-negative function f satisfy-
ing (1.3). Then there are constants c0, C0, µ, µ

′ > 0 (depending on d, γ, s, m0, M0,
E0 and H0) such that for any t ∈ [0, T ], x ∈ Td and v ∈ Rd, there exists a cone of
directions Ξ = Ξ(t, x, v) that is symmetric (i.e., Ξ(t, x, v) = −Ξ(t, x, v)) and so that

∀ v ∈ Rd, ∀ v′ ∈ v + Ξ(t, x, v), Kf (v, v′) > c0(1 + |v|)1+2s+γ |v − v′|−d−2s

and
Ξ(t, x, v) ⊂

{
w ∈ Rd | |v · w| 6 C0|w|

}

and for any r > 0

(2.5) µrd

(1 + |v|) 6 |Ξ(t, x, v) ∩Br| 6
µ′rd

(1 + |v|) .

Proof. — The proof is gathered from [49, Lem. 4.8] and [49, Lem. 7.1]. Observe that
by changing the order of integration, for any integrable function F on Rd:

∫

ω∈Sd−1

∫

{u∈Rd, u⊥ω}
F (u) dudω =

∣∣Sd−2
∣∣
∫

Rd

F (u)

|u| du.

We distinguish the two cases |v| 6 2R0 and |v| > 2R0, where R0 is the upper bound
on elements of D(t, x) in Lemma 2.1.
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Case when |v| 6 2R0. — We estimate
∫

ω∈Sd−1

∫

{u∈Rd, u⊥ω}
1D(t,x)(v + u) dudω =

∣∣Sd−2
∣∣
∫

Rd
1D(t,x)(v + u)|u|−1 du

=
∣∣Sd−2

∣∣
∫

v′∗∈D(t,x)

|v′∗ − v|−1 dv′∗,

which is bounded below by some positive constant δ0 > 0 independent of t ∈ R,
x ∈ Td−1, v ∈ B2R0 . Because of the upper bound

(2.6)
∫

{u∈Rd, u⊥ω}
1D(t,x)(v + u) du 6

∫

{u∈Rd, |u|6R0}
du .R0 1

following from the boundedness of D(t, x), we deduce that there exists µ0, λ0 > 0 such
that for all t ∈ R, x ∈ Td−1 and v ∈ B2R0

, there exists a set Ξ(t, x, v) ∩ Sd−1 of unit
vectors ω such that |Ξ(t, x, v) ∩ Sd−1| > µ0 and

∀ω ∈ Ξ(t, x, v) ∩ Sd−1,

∫

{u∈Rd, u⊥ω}
1D(t,x)(v + u) dudω > λ0

for some λ0 > 0. Since the integrand above is even as a function of ω, the cone
Ξ(t, x, v) can be chosen symmetric.

Case when |v| > 2R0. — We estimate
∫

ω∈Sd−1

∫

{u∈Rd, u⊥ω}
1D(t,x)(v + u) dudω =

∣∣Sd−2
∣∣
∫

v′∗∈D(t,x)

|v′∗ − v|−1 dv′∗

> δ1
1 + |v|

for some positive constant δ1 > 0 independent of t ∈ R, x ∈ Td−1, v ∈ Bc2R0
. Given

the upper bound (2.6) on the one hand and the fact that the support of the function

ω 7−→
∫

{u∈Rd, u⊥ω}
1D(t,x)(v + u) du

is included in the set {ω ∈ Sd−1 : |ω · v| 6 C} for some constant C > 0, we deduce
that there exists µ1, λ1 > 0 such that for all t ∈ R, x ∈ Td−1 and v ∈ B2R0 , there
exists a set Ξ(t, x, v) ∩ Sd−1 of unit vectors ω such that

∣∣Ξ(t, x, v) ∩ Sd−1
∣∣ > µ1

1 + |v|
and

∀ω ∈ Ξ(t, x, v) ∩ Sd−1,

∫

{u∈Rd, u⊥ω}
1D(t,x)(v + u) dudω > λ1.

Since the integrand above is even as a function of ω, the cone Ξ(t, x, v) can be chosen
symmetric. It lies by construction in the equatorial region required.

The cone Ξ(t, x, v) built above satisfies the statement. �
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v
v0⇤
0

Figure 2. The good term: G corresponds to the integration over
the red (plain) line ({v0 2 Rd : v0 � v ? w}). The grey ball is of
radius cq|v| while the larger ball is of radius |v|/2.

3.1. Estimates of the collision operator at the first contact point. In order to
estimate the singular part Qs(f, f) of the collision operator, we split it into a “good”
term, negative at large velocities, and a “bad” term, treated as a smaller error at
large velocities: define c1(q) = q�1/20 and

(3.2) Qs(f, f) = G(f, f) + B(f, f)

with

G(f1, f2) = p.v.

Z

|v0
⇤|c1(q)|v|

f1(v
0
⇤)|v � v0⇤|�+2s

Z

v02v+(v�v0
⇤)?

⇥
f2(v

0) � f2(v)
⇤
b̃

|v � v0|d�1+2s
dv0 dv0⇤

B(f1, f2) = p.v.

Z

|v0
⇤|>c1(q)|v|

f1(v
0
⇤)|v � v0⇤|�+2s

Z

v02v+(v�v0
⇤)?

⇥
f2(v

0) � f2(v)
⇤
b̃

|v � v0|d�1+2s
dv0 dv0⇤.

Note first that this decomposition is based on the representation (2.4) but the order
of integration will sometimes be reversed back to the representation (2.2), depending
on technical conveniency. Note second that the idea behind this decomposition is to
isolate the “good” configurations when v0⇤ is close enough to zero, where the bulk of
the mass is located. Note finally that under assumption (3.1) on f one has Q(f, f) 
Q(f, g) and similarly Qs(f, f)  Qs(f, g) and G(f, f)  G(f, g) and B(f, f)  B(f, g).
We bound from below G(f, g) for large q and G(f, f) for not-so-large q, and we bound
from above B(f, f) and Qns(f, f) successively in the next subsections.

3.2. Lower bound on the good term G for large q.

Proposition 3.1 (Estimate of G(f, g) useful for large q). Let f be a non-negative
function satisfying (1.3) and g = N min(1, |v|�q), q � 0. Then there exists a radius
Rq � 1 so that

8 v 2 Rd | |v| � Rq, G(f, g)(v) . �(1 + q)s|v|�g(v).

We first estimate from above the inner integral in the following lemma.

Lemma 3.2. Let q � 0 and g(v) = N min(1, |v|�q). Then for all v 2 Rd such that
|v| � 2 and all v0⇤ 2 Rd such that |v0⇤| < c1(q)|v|, we have (with a constant uniform in

Figure 2. The good term: G corresponds to the integration over the
red (plain) line ({v′ ∈ Rd : v′ − v ⊥ w}). The grey ball is of radius
cq|v| while the larger ball is of radius |v|/2.

3. Technical estimates on the collision operator

We consider a contact point where

(3.1) f(t, x, v′) 6 g(t, v′) for all v′ ∈ Rd and f(t, x, v) = g(t, v).

Since the collision operator does not act on the t and x variables, we omit them in
most of this section to keep calculations uncluttered.

3.1. Estimates of the collision operator at the first contact point. — In order to
estimate the singular part Qs(f, f) of the collision operator, we split it into a “good”
term, negative at large velocities, and a “bad” term, treated as a smaller error at large
velocities: define c1(q) = q−1/20 and

(3.2) Qs(f, f) = G(f, f) + B(f, f)

with

G(f1, f2) = p. v.

∫

|v′∗|6c1(q)|v|
f1(v′∗)|v − v′∗|γ+2s

∫

v′∈v+(v−v′∗)⊥

[
f2(v′)− f2(v)

]̃
b

|v − v′|d−1+2s
dv′ dv′∗

B(f1, f2) = p. v.

∫

|v′∗|>c1(q)|v|
f1(v′∗)|v − v′∗|γ+2s

∫

v′∈v+(v−v′∗)⊥

[
f2(v′)− f2(v)

]̃
b

|v − v′|d−1+2s
dv′ dv′∗.

Note first that this decomposition is based on the representation (2.4) but the order
of integration will sometimes be reversed back to the representation (2.2), depending
on technical convenience. Note second that the idea behind this decomposition is to
isolate the “good” configurations when v′∗ is close enough to zero, where the bulk of
the mass is located. Note finally that under assumption (3.1) on f one has Q(f, f) 6
Q(f, g) and similarly Qs(f, f) 6 Qs(f, g) and G(f, f) 6 G(f, g) and B(f, f) 6 B(f, g).
We bound from below G(f, g) for large q and G(f, f) for not-so-large q, and we bound
from above B(f, f) and Qns(f, f) successively in the next subsections.
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3.2. Lower bound on the good term G for large q

Proposition 3.1 (Estimate of G(f, g) useful for large q). — Let f be a non-negative
function satisfying (1.3) and g = N min(1, |v|−q), q > 0. Then there exists a radius
Rq > 1 so that

∀ v ∈ Rd | |v| > Rq, G(f, g)(v) . −(1 + q)s|v|γg(v).

We first estimate from above the inner integral in the following lemma.

Lemma 3.2. — Let q > 0 and g(v) = N min(1, |v|−q). Then for all v ∈ Rd such that
|v| > 2 and all v′∗ ∈ Rd such that |v′∗| < c1(q)|v|, we have (with a constant uniform in
q > 0)

∫

v′∈ v+(v−v′∗)⊥

[
g(v′)− g(v)

] b̃(cos θ)

|v′ − v|d−1+2s
dv′ . −(1 + q)sN |v|−2s−q.

Proof. — We first prove that this integral is non-positive when (v′−v) is small enough
with respect to v. We then prove that when (v′ − v) is large enough in proportion
to v then |v′| is larger than |v| (in this step we use the assumption |v′∗| < c1(q)|v|)
which gives an explicit negative upper bound due to the decay of g. The geometric
interpretation is simple: when v′∗ is small with respect to v and v is large, then the
cone of possible directions for (v′ − v) is close to orthogonal to v, and when (v′ − v)

is not too small v′ leaves B(0, |v|).
Define c2(q) := (1+q)−1/2/20 (note the different asymptotic behaviour as compared

to c1(q)) and assume first that |v − v′| < 4c2(q)|v|. Then |v′| > (1 − 4c2(q))|v| > 1

since |v| > 2, and g(v′) = N |v′|−q. By assumption |v| > 1 and thus g(v) = N |v|−q.
The integration kernel is invariant under rotation around the axis (vv∗) and therefore

∫

v′∈ v+(v−v′∗)⊥

[
g(v′)− g(v)

] b̃(cos θ)

|v′ − v|d−1+2s
dv′

=

∫

v′∈ v+(v−v′∗)⊥

[
g(v′)− g(v)−∇g(v) · (v′ − v)

] b̃(cos θ)

|v′ − v|d−1+2s
dv′.

Taylor expand the integrand: there is some θ ∈ (0, 1) and v′θ := v + θ(v′ − v) so
that
[
g(v′)− g(v)−∇g(v) · (v′ − v)

]
=

1

2
D2g(v′θ)(v

′ − v) · (v′ − v)

=
N

2
|v′θ|−q−2q

( (q + 2)

|v′θ|2
|v′θ · (v′ − v)|2 − |v′ − v|2

)
.(3.3)

Since (v − v′) ⊥ (v − v′∗) and |v − v′| 6 4c2(q)|v| and |v′∗| 6 c1(q)|v|, we have

|v′θ · (v′ − v)| 6 |v · (v′ − v)|+ |v′ − v|2 = |v′∗ · (v′ − v)|+ |v′ − v|2

6 c1(q)|v||v′ − v|+ |v′ − v|2 6 (c1(q) + 4c2(q)) |v||v′ − v|
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and |v′θ| > (1− 4c2(q))|v|. We deduce

(3.4)
[
g(v′)− g(v)−∇g(v) · (v′ − v)

]

6 qN

2|v′θ|q+2

(
(q + 2)

(c1(q) + 4c2(q)

1− 4c2(q)

)2

− 1
)
|v′ − v|2 6 0

since (c1(q) + 4c2(q)

1− 4c2(q)

)2

6 1

9(q + 1)
=⇒ (q + 2)

( 5cq
1− 4cq

)2

6 1

3

uniformly for q > 0, due to the smallness assumptions on c1(q) 6 c2(q).
When |v′ − v| > 4c2(q)|v|, then (using the smallness and orthogonality properties

as before):

|v′|2 = |v|2 + |v′ − v|2 + 2v′ · (v′ − v) = |v|2 + |v′ − v|2 + 2v′∗ · (v′ − v)

> |v|2 + |v′ − v|2 − 2cq|v||v′ − v| > |v|2 + |v′ − v| (|v′ − v| − 2c1(q)|v|)
> |v|2 + |v′ − v|2c2(q)|v| > (1 + 8c2(q)2)|v|2,

where we used c1(q) 6 c2(q), and in particular,

(3.5) g(v′)− g(v) 6 −N
[
1−

(
1 + 8c2(q)2

)−q/2] |v|−q . −N |v|−q.

The last inequality uses 1− (1 + 8c2(q)2)−q/2 → 1− e−4/192

> 0 as q →∞. (This is
where we use that c2(q) = O(q−1/2) rather than Q(q−1) like c1(q).)

We deduce from (3.4) and (3.5) that, if |v′∗| 6 c1(q)|v| and |v| > 2 then
∫

v′∈ v+(v−v′∗)⊥

[
g(v′)− g(v)

]̃
b(cos θ)

dv′

|v′ − v|d−1+2s

6
∫

v′∈ v+(v−v′∗)⊥

[
g(v′)− g(v)

]̃
b(cos θ)χ{|v−v′|>4c2(q)|v|}

dv′

|v′ − v|d−1+2s

. −N |v|−q
∫

v′∈v+(v−v′∗)⊥
b̃(cos θ)χ{|v−v′|>4c2(q)|v|}

dv′

|v′ − v|d−1+2s

. −Nc2(q)−2s|v|−q−2s ≈ −qsN |v|−q−2s.

This achieves the proof of the lemma. �

We can now prove Proposition 3.1.

Proof of Proposition 3.1. — We estimate G(f, g) using Lemma 3.2.

G(f, g) = p. v.

∫

|v′∗|6c1(q)|v|
f(v′∗)|v − v′∗|γ+2s

∫

v′∈v+(v−v′∗)⊥

[
g(v′)− g(v)

]̃
b

|v − v′|d−1+2s
dv′ dv′∗

. −qsN |v|−q−2s

∫

|v′∗|6c1(q)|v|
f(v′∗)|v − v′∗|γ+2s dv′∗,

. −qsN |v|−q+γ .
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The last inequality follows from the lower bound on b̃ and choosing Rq > R0c1(q)−1,
where R0 is the radius of Lemma 2.1: then the lower bound of Lemma 2.1 implies a
lower bound on∫

|v′∗|6c1(q)|v|
f(v′∗)|v − v′∗|γ+2s dv′∗ & |v|γ+2s

∫

|v′∗|6R0

f(v′∗) dv′∗ & |v|γ+2s

since |v − v′∗| & |v| on the domain of integration (and given |v| > Rq). �

3.3. Lower bound on the good term G for not-so-large q. — The coercivity con-
stant (1 + q)s in the previous estimate is not large enough to dominate other bad and
non-singular terms for not-so-large q: we therefore prove a second estimate inspired
by the study of the L∞ norm in [49].

Proposition 3.3 (Estimate of G(f, f) for not-so-large q). — Assume f satisfies (3.1)
for g = N min(1, |v|−q) with q > 0. Then there exists Rq > 1 so that

∀ v ∈ Rd | |v| > Rq, G(f, f)(v) .q −g(v)1+2s/d|v|γ+2s+2s/d.

Remark 3.4. — Note that the constant here depends on q, but we do not track this
dependency since this proposition will be used for not-so-large values q ∈ [0, d+ 1].

Proof. — We first claim that the estimate this proposition is implied by the previous
Proposition 3.1 whenever |v| > 1 and N |v|−q .q |v|−(d+1). Indeed for such choice of q
and v one has

qs|v|γg(v) &q g(v)1+2s/d|v|γ+2s+2s/d.

Consider now the case where g(v) > Cq|v|−(d+1) for a constant Cq > 0 large enough
(depending on q) to be chosen later. We proceed as in the proof of Proposition 3.1,
but refine it in that we estimate the difference f(v′)− g(v′):
G(f, f)(v)

6 p. v.

∫

|v′∗|6c1(q)|v|
f(v′∗)|v − v′∗|γ+2s

{∫

v′∈v+(v−v′∗)⊥

[f(v′)− g(v)] b̃

|v − v′|d−1+2s
dv′
}

dv′∗,

= p. v.

∫

|v′∗|6c1(q)|v|
f(v′∗)|v − v′∗|γ+2s

{∫

v′∈v+(v−v′∗)⊥

[g(v′)− g(v)] b̃

|v − v′|d−1+2s
dv′

+

∫

v′∈v+(v−v′∗)⊥

[f(v′)− g(v′)] b̃
|v − v′|d−1+2s

dv′
}

dv′∗

(note that second principal value is well-defined since f(v) = g(v)).
The first of the two inner integral terms is negative because of Lemma 3.2. Thus
G(f, f)(v)

6 p. v.

∫

|v′∗|6c1(q)|v|
f(v′∗)|v − v′∗|γ+2s

{∫

v′∈v+(v−v′∗)⊥

[f(v′)− g(v′)] b̃
|v′ − v|d−1+2s

dv′
}

dv′∗,

6 p. v.

∫

Rd
[f(v′)− g(v′)]Kf (v, v′) dv′ 6 0.

where we have exchanged the order of integration and where Kf denotes the
kernel (2.3) with the truncated f(v′∗) := f(v′∗)1|v′∗|6c1(q)|v|. If |v| is sufficiently large,
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the estimates in Lemma 2.2 hold for Kf as well since f and f share comparable
bounds on their hydrodynamic quantities.

Let us estimate the measure of points w ∈ Ξ(t, x, v), the cone from Lemma 2.2, such
that f(v + w) > g(v)/2. Note that for sufficiently large |v|, whenever w ∈ Ξ(t, x, v),
the almost-orthogonality condition in Lemma 2.2 implies

|v + w|2 > |v|2 + |w|2 − 2C0|w| >
|v|2
2

and therefore
∣∣∣
{
w ∈ Ξ(t, x, v) : f(v + w) > g(v)

2

}∣∣∣ 6 2

g(v)

∫

w∈Ξ(t,x,v)

f(v + w) dw 6 4E0

|v|2g(v)
.

The estimate (2.5) from Lemma 2.2 implies that we can pick r > 0 such that

|Ξ(t, x, v) ∩Br| =
42E0

|v|2g(v)
.

The corresponding r is given by r ≈
(
|v|−1g(v)−1

)1/d and for this choice of r we have

|Ξ(t, x, v) ∩Br| > 4
∣∣∣
{
w ∈ Ξ : f(v + w) > g(v)

2

}∣∣∣.

This implies that three fourth of the w ∈ Ξ(t, x, v) ∩Br satisfy f(v + w) 6 g(v)/2.
Going back to our estimate on G, we restrict the domain of integration (since the

integral is non-positive)

G(f, f)(v) 6
∫

Ξ(t,x,v)∩Br∩{f(v+w)6g(v)/2}

[g(v)

2
− g(v + w)

]
Kf (v, v′) dv′.

This is a useful estimate when g(v + w) > g(v)/2 with w ∈ Ξ(t, x, v) ∩ Br. Recall
that we assume that g(v) & Cq|v|−d−1 for an arbitrarily large constant Cq. Let us
pick Cq large so that if g(v) & Cq|v|−d−1 then

r .
(
|v|−1g(v)−1

)1/d 6
[
1− (3/4)

1/q]|v|,
so that g(v+w) > 3

4g(v) for w ∈ Br. Note that the latter inequality is always satisfied
when q = 0 without extra-condition on v, and for large q the constant Cq = O(q).

Therefore, we get

G(f, f) 6 −g(v)

4

∫

Ξ(t,x,v)∩Br∩{f(v+w)6g(v)/2}
Kf (v, v′) dv′,

. −g(v)|v|γ+2s+1r−d−2s
∣∣∣Ξ(t, x, v) ∩Br ∩

{
f(v + w) 6 g(v)

2

}∣∣∣

where we have used the estimate on the kernel of Lemma 2.2. We use now
∣∣∣Ξ(t, x, v) ∩Br ∩

{
f(v + w) 6 g(v)

2

}∣∣∣ > 3

4
|Ξ(t, x, v) ∩Br| ≈ rd|v|−1

that follows from our choice of r to deduce

G(f, f)(v) . −g(v)|v|γ+2sr−2s = −g(v)1+2s/d|v|γ+2s+2s/d

which concludes the proof. �
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Remark 3.5. — Here, we interpret in terms of the collision process on v, v′, v∗, v′∗ the
two last estimates for the good term.

The first estimate given by Proposition 3.1 is generated by the angles θ such that

| sin(θ/2)| = |v
′ − v|
|v′∗ − v|

> c2(q)

1 + c1(q)
= O(q−1/2).

Hence, in some sense, the singularity is not used fundamentally. It is only used to get
a constant larger and larger for q → +∞, because of the qs factor coming for r−2s

q in
the proof of Lemma 3.2.

The second estimate given by Proposition 3.3 is genuinely non-cutoff in nature.
Indeed, it is adapted from [49] where the nonlinear maximum principle for singular
integral operators in the spirit of [20] is used. In particular, the higher exponent on |v|
in Proposition 3.3 is crucial in order to dominate the bad and non-singular terms for
not-so-large q.

3.4. Lower bound on the good term G for q = 0 and small v

Proposition 3.6 (Estimate of G(f, f) for q = 0 and small v)
Assume f satisfies (3.1) for g = m (constant function m = m(t0) at the time of

contact). Then we have
G(f, f)(v) . −m1+2s/d.

Proof. — The proof is a variant of the previous one. We start from

G(f, f)(v) 6 p. v.

∫

Rd
[f(v′)−m]Kf (v, v′) dv′ 6 0.

where m = g(t0) is the upper bound barrier at the contact point.
We then use that

∣∣∣
{
w ∈ Ξ(t, x, v) : f(v + w) > m

2

}∣∣∣ 6 2

m

∫

w∈Ξ(t,x,v)

f(v + w) dw 6 2M0

m

and using again equation (2.5) of Lemma 2.2, we can pick r > 0 such that

|Ξ(t, x, v) ∩Br| =
8M0

m
with r ≈

(
|v|−1m−1

)1/d

and for this choice of r we have

|Ξ(t, x, v) ∩Br| > 4
∣∣∣
{
w ∈ Ξ(t, x, v) : f(v + w) > m

2

}∣∣∣.

This implies that three fourth of the w ∈ Ξ(v) ∩Br satisfy f(v + w) 6 m/2, and

G(f, f) 6 −m
2

∫

Ξ(t,x,v)∩Br∩{f(v+w)6m/2}
Kf (v, v′) dv′

6 −m
2

∫

Ξ(t,x,v)∩Br∩{f(v+w)6m/2}
Kf (v, v′) dv′

. −m|v|γ+2s+1r−d−2s
∣∣∣Ξ(t, x, v) ∩Br ∩

{
f(v + w) 6 m

2

}∣∣∣,
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where we have used the estimate on the kernel Kf of Lemma 2.2. We use now

∣∣∣Ξ(t, x, v) ∩Br ∩
{
f(v + w) 6 g(v)

2

}∣∣∣ > 3

4
|Ξ(t, x, v) ∩Br| ≈ rd|v|−1

that follows from our choice of r to deduce

G(f, f)(v) . −m|v|γ+2sr−2s . −m1+2s/d,

which concludes the proof. �

3.5. Upper bound on the bad term B for large q. — We decompose further the bad
term (see Figure 3)

(3.6) B(f, f) = B1(f, f) + B2(f, f) + B3(f, f)

with

B1(f1, f2)(v)

:= p. v.

∫

v′∗∈Rd
χ̃(v′∗)f1(v′∗)|v − v′∗|γ+2s

∫

v′∈v+(v−v′∗)⊥
χ1(v′)

[
f2(v′)− f2(v)

]̃
b

|v − v′|d−1+2s
dv′ dv′∗.

B2(f1, f2)(v)

:=

∫

v′∈Rd
χ2(v′)

[
f2(v′)− f2(v)

]

|v′ − v|d+2s

∫

v′∗∈v+(v−v′)⊥
χ̃(v′∗)f1(v′∗)|v − v′∗|γ+2s+1b̃dv′∗ dv′.

B3(f1, f2)(v)

:=

∫

v′∈Rd
χ3(v′)

[
f2(v′)− f2(v)

]

|v′ − v|d+2s

∫

v′∗∈v+(v−v′)⊥
χ̃(v′∗)f1(v′∗)|v − v′∗|γ+2s+1b̃dv′∗ dv′

with χ̃(v′∗) := 1{|v′∗|>c1(q)|v|} (inherited from good/bad decomposition) and the
v′-integration domain is decomposed as follows:

χ1(v′) := 1{|v′|>|v|/2}, χ2(v′) := 1{|v′|<c3(q)|v|}, χ3(v′) = 1{c3(q)|v|6|v′|<|v|/2}

with c3(q) := (1/2)(1 + q)−1.
It is intentional that the first term in the decomposition is written with the

∫
v′∗

∫
v′

representation, while the second and third is written with the
∫
v′
∫
v′∗

representation.
This corresponds to the respective representations used to estimate each term below.

Observe that when f 6 g with contact at v, one has B1(f, f) 6 B1(f, g).

Proposition 3.7 (Estimate of B1(f, g) for all q > 0). — Let f be non-negative and
satisfy (1.3). Let g = N min(1, |v|−q) with q > 0. For |v| > 2,

B1(f, g)(v) . (1 + q)22q|v|γ−2g(v)

with constant uniform in q.
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0
v

v + w

Figure 3. The bad terms: B1 corresponds to the integration over the
intersection of the line with the exterior of the balls, B2 corresponds
to the integration over the intersection of the line with the grey ball,
and B3 over the intersection of the line with the ring.

Proposition 3.7 (Estimate of B1(f, g) for all q � 0). Let f be non-negative and
satisfy (1.3). Let g = N min(1, |v|�q) with q � 0. For |v| � 2,

B1(f, g)(v) . (1 + q)22q|v|��2g(v)

with constant uniform in q.

Proof. Since |v| � 2 and (restriction of the domain �1) |v0| > |v|/2 > 1, we have
g(v) = N |v|�q and g(v0) = N |v0|�q and we further decompose the inner integral as

I1(v, v0⇤) := p.v.

Z

v02 v+(v�v0
⇤)?

�1(v
0)

⇥
g(v0) � g(v)

⇤
b̃

|v0 � v|d�1+2s
dv0

= p.v.

Z
�1(v

0)�{|v�v0|<|v|/2} · · · + p.v.

Z
�1(v

0)�{|v�v0|�|v|/2} . . .

=:I1,< + I1,>.

The term I1,< is estimated following the same argument as in (3.3). We subtract
by symmetry the term rg(v) · (v0 � v) that vanishes after integration

I1,<(v, v0⇤) =

Z

v02 v+(v�v0
⇤)?

�1(v
0)�{|v�v0|<|v|/2}

h
g(v0) � g(v) �rg(v) · (v0 � v)

i
b̃

|v0 � v|d�1+2s
dv0

and use (3.3) with |v0✓| = |v + ✓(v0 � v)| � |v|/2:

I1,<(v, v0⇤) . 2qN

Z

v02 v+(v�v0
⇤)?

�1(v
0)�{|v�v0|<|v|/2}|v|�q�2|v0 � v|2 dv0

|v0 � v|d�1+2s

. 2qN |v|�q�2s . 2q|v|�2sg(v).

The term I1,> is even simpler: the singularity is removed by the restriction |v0�v| �
|v|/2 > 1 and the integrability at infinity is provided by the kernel:

I1,>(v, v0⇤)  N

Z

v02 v+(v�v0
⇤)?

�1(v
0)�{|v�v0|�|v|/2}|v0|�q b̃(cos ✓)

|v0 � v|d�1+2s
dv0

. 2qN |v|�q�2s  2q|v|�2sg(v).

Figure 3. The bad terms: B1 corresponds to the integration over the
intersection of the line with the exterior of the balls, B2 corresponds
to the integration over the intersection of the line with the grey ball,
and B3 over the intersection of the line with the ring.

Proof. — Since |v| > 2 and (restriction of the domain χ1) |v′| > |v|/2 > 1, we have
g(v) = N |v|−q and g(v′) = N |v′|−q and we further decompose the inner integral as

I1(v, v′∗) := p. v.

∫

v′∈v+(v−v′∗)⊥
χ1(v′)

[
g(v′)− g(v)

]̃
b

|v′ − v|d−1+2s
dv′

= p. v.

∫
χ1(v′)χ{|v−v′|<|v|/2} · · ·+ p. v.

∫
χ1(v′)χ{|v−v′|>|v|/2} . . .

=: I1,< + I1,>.

The term I1,< is estimated following the same argument as in (3.3). We subtract
by symmetry the term ∇g(v) · (v′ − v) that vanishes after integration

I1,<(v, v′∗) =

∫

v′∈v+(v−v′∗)⊥
χ1(v′)χ{|v−v′|<|v|/2}

[
g(v′)− g(v)−∇g(v) · (v′ − v)

]̃
b

|v′ − v|d−1+2s
dv′

and use (3.3) with |v′θ| = |v + θ(v′ − v)| > |v|/2:

I1,<(v, v′∗) . 2qN

∫

v′∈v+(v−v′∗)⊥
χ1(v′)χ{|v−v′|<|v|/2}|v|−q−2|v′ − v|2 dv′

|v′ − v|d−1+2s

. 2qN |v|−q−2s . 2q|v|−2sg(v).

The term I1,> is even simpler: the singularity is removed by the restriction |v′−v| >
|v|/2 > 1 and the integrability at infinity is provided by the kernel:

I1,>(v, v′∗) 6 N
∫

v′∈v+(v−v′∗)⊥
χ1(v′)χ{|v−v′|>|v|/2}|v′|−q

b̃(cos θ)

|v′ − v|d−1+2s
dv′

. 2qN |v|−q−2s 6 2q|v|−2sg(v).
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We deduce that I1(v, v′∗) . 2q|v|−2sg(v) and we compute

B1(f, g)(v) = p. v.

∫

v′∗∈Rd
χ̃(v′∗)f(v′∗)|v − v′∗|γ+2sI1(v, v′∗) dv′∗

. 2qg(v)|v|−2s

∫

v′∗∈Rd
χ̃(v′∗)f(v′∗)|v − v′∗|γ+2s dv′∗

. c1(q)−(γ+2s)2qg(v)|v|−2s

∫

v′∗∈Rd
χ̃(v′∗)f(v′∗)|v′∗|γ+2s dv′∗

. c1(q)−22qg(v)|v|γ−2

∫

v′∗∈Rd
f(v′∗)(1 + |v′∗|2) dv′∗,

where we have used in the last lines the fact that, under the restriction |v′∗| > c1(q)|v|
imposed by χ̃, we have

|v − v′∗|γ+2s . c1(q)−(γ+2s)(1 + |v′∗|)γ+2s . c1(q)−2|v|γ+2s−2(1 + |v′∗|)2.

We deduce, since c1(q) = O(q−1) that

B1(f, g)(v) . (1 + q)22qg(v)|v|γ−2(M0 + E0) . (1 + q)22qg(v)|v|γ−2,

which concludes the proof. �

We recall that the next two estimates are based on the
∫
v′
∫
v′∗

representation.

Proposition 3.8 (Estimate of B2(f, f) for large q). — Let f be a non-negative function
satisfying (1.3). Let g = N min(1, |v|−q) with q > d + γ + 2s. Assume f 6 g for all
v ∈ Rd. Then for |v| > 2,

B2(f, f)(v) . |v|γ
q − (d+ γ + 2s)

g(v).

Proof. — We first estimate from above the inner integral

I2(v, v′) :=

∫

v′∗∈v+(v−v′)⊥
χ̃(v′∗)f(v′∗)|v − v′∗|γ+2s+1b̃(cos θ) dv′∗,

6
∫

v′∗∈v+(v−v′)⊥
χ̃(v′∗)g(v′∗)|v − v′∗|γ+2s+1b̃(cos θ) dv′∗.

We have for |v′| < c3(q)|v|:

|v′∗| > |v′∗ − v′| − c3(q)|v|

>
[
|v − v′|2 + |v − v′∗|2

]1/2 − c3(q)|v|

>
[
(1− c3(q))2|v|2 + |v − v′∗|2

]1/2 − c3(q)|v|

>
[1

2
|v|2 + |v − v′∗|2

]1/2
− c3(q)|v|

>
(
1−
√

2c3(q)
)[1

2
|v|2 + |v − v′∗|2

]1/2
.
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Then we write (|v′∗| > 1 for v large enough from above, and thus g(v′∗) = N |v′∗|−q):

I2(v, v′) .
∫

v′∗∈v+(v−v′)⊥
χ̃(v′∗)g(v′∗)|v − v′∗|γ+2s+1b̃(cos θ) dv′∗

. N
∫

v′∗∈v+(v−v′)⊥
χ̃(v′∗)|v′∗|−q|v − v′∗|γ+2s+1 dv′∗

. N
(
1−
√

2c3(q)
)−q ∫

v′∗∈v+(v−v′)⊥
χ̃(v′∗)

[1

2
|v|2 + |v − v′∗|2

]−q/2
|v − v′∗|γ+2s+1 dv′∗

. N
(
1−
√

2c3(q)
)−q ∫

u∈Rd−1

[1

2
|v|2 + |u|2

]−q/2
|u|γ+2s+1 du

. N
(

1−
√

2c3(q)
)−q
|v|−q+γ+2s+d

(∫

û∈Rd−1

[1

2
+ |û|2

]−q/2
|û|γ+2s+1 dû

)
,

where the last integral is finite when q − γ − 2s− 1 > d− 1, as assumed, with
(∫

Rd−1

[1

2
+ |û|2

]−q/2
|û|γ+2s+1 dû

)
. 1

q − (γ + 2s+ d)
.

Hence

I2(v, v′) . N
(
1−
√

2c3(q)
)−q

q − (d+ γ + 2s)
|v|−q+γ+2s+d.

We plug our estimate on I2 into the formula for B2 (using the control of |v − v′|−1 6
(1− c3(q))−1|v|−1 over the restriction χ2):

B2(f, f)(v) =

∫

Rd
χ2(v′)

[
f(v′)− f(v)

]

|v − v′|d+2s
I2(v, v′) dv′,

6 N ((1− c3(q))
−d−2s |v|−d−2s

(∫

v′∈Rd
f(v′) dv′

)
sup
v′
I2(v, v′)

.
N (1− c3(q))

−d−2s (
1−
√

2c3(q)
)−q

q − (d+ γ + 2s)
|v|−q+γ .

The choice of c3(q) = (1/2)(1 + q)−1 shows that the factor

(1− c3(q))
−d−2s (

1−
√

2c3(q)
)−q

is uniformly bounded for q > 0, which concludes the proof. �

Proposition 3.9 (Estimate of B3(f, f) for large q). — Let f be a non-negative function
satisfying (1.3). Assume f 6 g for all v ∈ Rd, where g = N min(1, |v|−q) for q >
d+ γ + 2s. Then for all |v| > 2,

B3(f, f)(v) . (1 + q)2
(

(1 + q)q−(d−1) +
1

q − (d+ γ + 2s)

)
|v|γ−2g(v).

Proof. — We first estimate

I3(v, v′) :=

∫

v′∗∈v+(v−v′)⊥
χ̃(v′∗)f(v′∗)|v − v′∗|γ+2s+1b̃(cos θ) dv′∗,

6
∫

v′∗∈v+(v−v′)⊥
χ̃(v′∗)g(v′∗)|v − v′∗|γ+2s+1b̃(cos θ) dv′∗
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under the conditions c3(q)|v| < |v′| < |v|/2 and |v′∗| > c1(q)|v| imposed by χ3 and χ̃.
We change variable v′∗ = v + |v|ũ and bound from above (denoting v̂ := v/|v|)

I3(v, v′) . N |v|γ+2s+d−q
∫

ũ∈(v−v′)⊥
χ̃(v′∗) |v̂ + ũ|−q |ũ|γ+2s+1

dũ.

The restriction χ̃(v′∗) imposes |v̂ + ũ| > c1(q) > 0. Close to the singularity |v̂ + ũ| ∼
c1(q), then |ũ| ∼ 1 and the integral in ũ is controlled by O(c1(q)d−1−q). At large ũ,
the integral is finite provided that q > d+ γ + 2s:

∫

ũ∈(v−v′)⊥
χ̃(v′∗) |v̂ + ũ|−q |ũ|γ+2s+1

dũ . c1(q)d−1−q +
1

q − (d+ γ + 2s)
.

We finally plug this estimate into the formula for B3:

B3(f, f)(v)

6
∫

v′∈Rd
χ3(v′)

[
f(v′)− f(v)

]

|v′ − v|d+2s
I3(v, v′) dv′

. Nc3(q)−2
(
cd−1−q
q +

1

q − (d+ γ + 2s)

)
|v|γ−2−q

(∫

v′∈Rd
f(v′)(1 + |v′|2) dv′

)
,

where we have used the restriction |v′| < |v|/2 on χ3(v′) to deduce |v− v′| ∼ |v|, and
the restriction |v′| > c3(q)|v| to deduce 1 6 c3(q)−2|v|−2|v′|2. From the assumption
on the mass and energy of f we get finally

B3(f, f)(v) . c3(q)−2
(
c1(q)d−1−q +

1

q − (d+ γ + 2s)

)
|v|γ−2g(v)

which concludes the proof. �

3.6. Upper bound on the bad term B for not-so-large q

Proposition 3.10 (Estimate of B2(f, g) + B3(f, g) for not-so-large q)
Let f be a non-negative function satisfying (1.3). Let g = N min(1, |v|−q) and

q ∈ [0, d+ 1]. Then for |v| > 2,

(B2 + B3)(f, g)(v) .





|v|γ−(d+1−q)g(v) if q > d− 1,

|v|γ−2 ln(1 + |v|)g(v) if q = d− 1,

|v|γ−2g(v) if q < d− 1.

Proof. — Denote B2+3 := B2 + B3 and χ2+3(v′) := χ2(v′) + χ3(v′) = 1{|v′|<|v|/2}.
Then

B2+3(f, g)(v)

=

∫

|v′∗|>c1(q)|v|
f(v′∗)|v − v′∗|γ+2s

{∫

v′∈v+(v−v′∗)⊥
χ2+3(v′)

[g(v′)− g(v)] b̃

|v′ − v|d−1+2s
dv′
}

dv′∗.
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We use that g(v′)− g(v) 6 2qN(1 + |v′|)−q in order to write

B2+3(f, g)(v)

. 2q
∫

|v′∗|>c1(q)|v|
f(v′∗)|v − v′∗|γ+2s

{∫

v′∈v+(v−v′∗)⊥
χ2+3(v′)

N(1 + |v′|)−q
|v′ − v|d−1+2s

}
dv′ dv′∗,

. 2qN |v|−d+1−2s×

×
∫

|v′∗|>c1(q)|v|
f(v′∗)|v − v′∗|γ+2s

{∫

v′∈v+(v−v′∗)⊥
χ2+3(v′)(1 + |v′|)−q dv′

}
dv′∗.

We get

∫

v′∈v+(v−v′∗)⊥
χ2+3(v′)(1+|v′|)−q dv′.Θ(v) with Θ(v) :=





1 if q > d− 1,

ln(1 + |v|) if q = d− 1,

|v|d−1−q if q < d− 1.

We deduce that

B2+3(f, g)(v) . N |v|−d+1−2sΘ(v)

∫

|v′∗|>c1(q)|v|
f(v′∗)|v − v′∗|γ+2s dv′∗,

6 N |v|−d+1−2sΘ(v)
(

max
|v′∗|>c1(q)|v|

|v − v′∗|γ
|v′∗|2

)∫

|v′∗|>c1(q)|v|
f(v′∗)

(
1 + |v′∗|2

)
dv′∗,

. N |v|−d−1+γΘ(v),

which concludes the proof. �

3.7. Upper bound on the non-singular (lower order) term Qns

Proposition 3.11 (Estimate of Qns(f, f))
Assume f satisfies (3.1) with g = N min(1, |v|−q). Then for γ > 0

Qns(f, f)(v) . (1 + |v|)γg(v),

while for γ < 0,

Qns(f, f) . 2−qγ/dg(v)1−γ/d + (1 + |v|)γg(v).

Moreover, when q = 0 and γ ∈ (−d, 0), by using the uniform bound on the local
entropy it is possible to weaken slightly the dependency on g(v) as follows: there is a
function ψ = ψ(r) on R∗+ that goes to zero as r → +∞ such that

(3.7) Qns(f, f) . g(v)1−γ/dψ(g(v)) + (1 + |v|)γg(v).

The function ψ is explicit from the proof and depends on M0 and H0.
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Proof. — We first deal with the easier case γ > 0:

Qns(f, f)(v) = CSf(v)

∫

Rd
f(v − v∗)|v∗|γ dv∗

. g(v)

∫

Rd
f(v − v∗) (|v − v∗|γ + |v∗|γ) dv∗

. g(v)

∫

Rd
f(v − v∗)

(
|v − v∗|2 + 1 + |v|γ

)
dv∗,

. g(v) [E0 + (1 + |v|γ)M0]

. |v|γg(v),

where we have used |v| > 1.
We now turn to the case γ < 0 and pick r < |v|/2 and write

Qns(f, f)(v)

= CSf(v)

∫

|v−v∗|<r
f(v∗)|v − v∗|γ dv∗ + CSf(v)

∫

|v−v∗|>r
f(v∗)|v − v∗|γ dv∗

. 2qg(v)2

∫

|v−v∗|<r
|v − v∗|γ dv∗ + g(v)rγ

∫

Rn
f(v∗) dv∗

. 2qg(v)2rd+γ +M0r
γ ,

where we have used in the first integral the fact that |v∗| > |v|/2, and |v| > 1. The
optimisation in r gives, for

r := min
[( M0

2qg(v)

)1/d

,
|v|
2

]
,

the estimate
Qns(f, f)(v) . 2−qγ/dg(v)1−γ/d

when g(v) >M02−q(|v|/2)−d, and otherwise it gives

Qns(f, f)(v) . g(v)(1 + |v|)γ ,
which concludes the proof of the second inequality.

Let us finally consider the proof of the third refined inequality in the case γ < 0.
We use again the classical fact that the entropy bound implies the non-concentration
estimate∫

A

f(t, x, v) dv .M0,H0
ϕ(|A|) with ϕ(r) = ln(1 + r) +

[
ln
(
r−1
)]−1

and A a Borel set. Split the integral as

Qns(f, f)(v) = CSf(v)

∫

|v−v∗|<r1
· · · + CSf(v)

∫

r16|v−v∗|<r2
· · · + CSf(v)

∫

|v−v∗|>r2
· · ·

with (for g(v) large enough, otherwise the previous estimate is sufficient):

r1 :=
( M0

g(v)

)1/d[
ϕ
( M0

g(v)

)]−1/2γ

< r2 :=
( M0

g(v)

)1/d[
ϕ
( M0

g(v)

)]1/2γ
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and apply the L∞ bound in the first term, the non-concentration estimate in the
second term and the L1 bound on the third term to get

Qns(f, f) . g(v)1−γ/d
[
ϕ
( M0

g(v)

)]min(1/2,(d+γ)/|γ|)
+ (1 + |v|)γg(v).

This concludes the proof of this third inequality. �

4. Maximum principle and proof of the upper bounds

4.1. The strategy. — We recall that the strategy is to prove that the solution f

remains below a certain barrier function g ensuring the upper bound N(t)(1+ |v|)−|q|
for q > 0 and N(t) a function of time that is either constant (for propagation of
pointwise moments) or singular (for the appearance of pointwise moments) at t→ 0.

We consider a first contact point (t0, x0, v0) such that (3.1) holds true. Recall that
the existence of this first contact point is guaranteed by the rapid decay assumption
in Definition 1.2 and the compactness of the spatial domain. At this point, the in-
equality (1.4) would hold. We use the fine structure of the collision operator Q(f, f)

to obtain that it is “negative enough” at large velocities. Concretely, we prove that
the negative “good part” G dominates the other “bad” and non-singular parts of the
collision operator at large velocities. Note that, for higher pointwise moments, the
not-so-large velocities are controlled thanks to the L∞ bound in Theorem 4.1.

We start by revisiting the L∞ bound of [49] in order to include the minor technical
extensions needed for this paper.

4.2. The L∞ bound from [49]. — The first proof of the L∞ bound for solutions
satisfying (1.3) was obtained by the third author in [49, Th. 1.2]. We state here a
slightly refined version.

Theorem 4.1 (L∞ bound). — Let γ ∈ R and s ∈ (0, 1) satisfy γ + 2s ∈ [0, 2] and f
be a non-negative solution of the Boltzmann equation (1.1) such that (1.3) holds true
for some positive constants m0,M0, E0, H0. Then

∀ t ∈ (0, T ], ‖f(t, ·)‖L∞ 6 N∞
(
1 + t−d/2s

)

for a positive constant N∞ only depending on m0,M0, E0, H0, dimension, γ and s.
Moreover, if ‖f0‖L∞ < N for N > N∞, then ‖f(t, ·)‖L∞ < N for t ∈ [0, T ].

Remark 4.2. — With respect to [49, Th. 1.2]: the marginal improvements are the
inclusion of the borderline case γ + 2s = 0 and the fact that if the initial data is
bounded, the L∞ bound is uniform as t ↓ 0+. We provide a detailed proof below for
self-containedness and because of these small variations.

Proof. — Without loss of generality, it is enough to show the inequality holds for
t ∈ (0, 1]. We consider the barrier g(t, v) := N∞t−d/2s and consider the equation (1.4)
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at a first contact point t0 ∈ (0, 1] and v0 ∈ Rd. It is enough to prove that for N∞
large enough

(4.1) Q(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) < − d

2s
N∞t

−(d/2s)−1
0 .

Observe that when g is constant in v, at the contact point the bad term satisfies

B(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) 6 0

and can be discarded. We then apply Proposition 3.3 for |v0| > 1 and Proposition 3.6
for |v0| 6 1 to get

G(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) . −N1+2s/d
∞ t

−(d/2s)−1
0 (1 + |v0|)γ+2s+2s/d

and Proposition 3.11 (valid for all v) to get

(4.2) Qns(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) . N∞t−d/2s0 (1 + |v0|)γ + 1γ<0N
1−γ/d
∞ t

−(d/2s)+γ/2s
0 .

In case γ + 2s > 0, the exponents of N∞ and t−1
0 in the first negative equation

are strictly greater than those in second positive equation. Moreover, the exponent
γ + 2s + 2s/d of |v0| is strictly greater than all the other exponents γ − 2, γ and 0.
Therefore by choosing N∞ large enough, we deduce that

Q(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) 6 −1

2
N1+2s/d
∞ t

−(d/2s)−1
0 (1 + |v0|)γ+2s+2s/d

and taking N∞ even greater if necessary, this contradicts (4.1).
The case γ + 2s = 0 (and thus γ < 0) is treated similarly but since the inequal-

ity (4.2) is now too weak to show that Qns(f, f) is dominated by G(f, f) for large N∞,
we use instead the refined inequality (3.7) from Proposition 3.11 to get

Qns(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) .
(
N∞t

−d/2s)1+γ/d
ψ
(
N∞t

−d/2s).
With this inequality, we recover that Qns(f, f) is dominated by G(f, f) for N∞ suffi-
ciently large and the contradiction follows as before.

We finally prove the propagation of the L∞ bound when it is finite initially. If
‖f0‖L∞ < N for some N > N∞, we pick t0 ∈ (0, 1) such that N∞t

− d
2s

0 = N . By the
same reasoning as before, we obtain

f(t, x, v) < N∞(t+ t0)−d/2s.

In particular, f(t, x, v) < N for t ∈ (0, 1 − t0). This allows us to extend the upper
bound for a fixed period of time. Iterating this, we extend it for all time. �

Remark 4.3. — Here we present some further interpretation of the cone of non-
degeneracy and the L∞ bound. The cone of Lemma 2.1 is a cone of direction for
(v′ − v), i.e., the so-called “ω” vector of the “ω-representation” (see [52, §4.6]):

A(v) :=
{
ω ∈ Sd−1 s.t. |{v′∗ : (v′∗ − v∗) · ω = 0 & f(v′∗) > c0 & |v′∗| < R0}| > δ

}
.

(The variable v′ remains to be integrated independently of this cone.) This is a set
of directions where the kernel is bounded below in the Carleman representation. The
fact that the set where f is bounded below can be some complicated Borel set in
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a ball near zero does not change fundamentally the argument, which would be very
similar if f > `χBr . The set A(v) is {ω ∈ Sd−1 : |ω · v/|v|| . |v|−1} or a non-zero
measure-proportion of this set, hence |ω · v| . R0 or a non-zero proportion of this set
of directions.

The goal of this cone of direction is to find configurations so that v′∗ is brought
back near 0 in a zone where f is bounded below, in order to bound from below the
“coefficients” of the operator, i.e., the kernel.

Then this set of directions A(v) creates a cone v′ ∈ Ξ(v) centred at v and of angles
of order 1/|v| close to orthogonal to v/|v|. Then in [49], see Theorem 4.1 above,
the part of this cone where f < (1/2) max f is bounded below using the Chebychev
inequality and the mass and energy bounds. That is: the assumptions imply that f is,
for a significant amount of the large velocities, far from its maximum, i.e., less than
(max f)/2. On this part of the cone, the coercivity of Q1(f, f) is recovered, and
together with the bounds from above on Qns(f, f), gives the contradiction and the
L∞ barrier.

4.3. Appearance of pointwise moments when γ > 0. — Let us now prove the ap-
pearance of pointwise moments (second part of the theorem), when assuming fur-
thermore that γ > 0 and restricting without loss of generality to t ∈ [0, 1]. Consider
g(v) = N(t) min (1, |v|−q) where N(t) = N0t

−β and β = (q/γ) + d/2s, and with
q > d + 1 to be chosen large enough later. We recall that the existence of the first
contact point is granted by our assumptions on the solution (periodic condition in x
and rapid qualitative decay in v).

At the first contact point g(t0, v0) = f(t0, x0, v0) and Theorem 4.1 implies that

N(t0) min
(
1, |v0|−q

)
= g(t0, v0) = f(t0, x0, v0) 6 N∞(1 + t0)−d/2s 6 N∞t−d/2s0 ,

where N∞ is the constant in Theorem 4.1 and we have used t0 ∈ [0, 1]. It shows that
|v0| & N1/q

0 t−γ0 can be made large by choosing N0 large enough. In particular we can
apply again Propositions 3.1, 3.7, 3.8, 3.9 and 3.11 to get

G(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) . −qs|v0|γg(v0) from Proposition 3.1,
B1(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) . q22q|v0|γ−2g(v0) from Proposition 3.7,

B2(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) . 1

q
|v0|γg(v0) from Proposition 3.8,

B3(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) . q|v0|γ−2g(v0) from Proposition 3.9,
Qns(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) . |v0|γg(v0) from Proposition 3.11,

and therefore by choosing q large enough (independently of N0) we deduce

Q(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) .
[
−qs|v0|γ + |v0|γ + |v0|γ−2

]
g(v0) . −qs|v0|γg(v0),

which yields the inequality

−
( q
γ

+
d

2s

)g(v0)

t0
= ∂tg(t0, v0) 6 Q(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) 6 −Cqs|v0|γg(v0)
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for some constant C > 0 at the contact point. Since |v0| & N1/q
0 t−γ0 we deduce that

( q
γ

+
d

2s

)
> C ′qsNγ/q

0 ,

which is a contradiction for N0 large enough. This shows that the contact point does
not exist and concludes the proof of the appearance of pointwise moments.

Remark 4.4. — Note that this proof only uses the first estimate on the good term
(Proposition 3.1), and therefore does not fully exploit the non-cutoff nature of the
collision operator.

4.4. Propagation of pointwise moments. — We consider the setting and assumptions
of Theorem 1.3 and prove first the propagation of pointwise moments (first part of
the theorem). Consider g(v) = N0 min (1, |v|−q) with q > d + 1 to be chosen large
enough later. At the first contact point g(t0, v0) = f(t0, x0, v0) and Theorem 4.1
implies that N0 min(1, |v0|−q) 6 N∞ which shows that |v0| & N1/q

0 can be made large
by choosing N0 large enough. Apply Propositions 3.1, 3.7, 3.8, 3.9 and 3.11 apply at
this contact point:

G(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) . −qs|v0|γg(v0) from Proposition 3.1,
B1(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) . q22q|v0|γ−2g(v0) from Proposition 3.7,

B2(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) . 1

q
|v0|γg(v0) from Proposition 3.8,

B3(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) . q|v0|γ−2g(v0) from Proposition 3.9,

Qns(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) . |v0|γg(v0) + 1γ<02−qγ/dg(v0)1−γ/d from Proposition 3.11.

We choose q large enough (independently of N0) so that

G(f, f) + B2(f, f) + |v0|γg(v0) . −qs|v0|γg(v0).

For large |v0| (ensured by our choice of N0, that depends on q), we get

Q(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) = G(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) + B1(f, f)(t0, x0, v0)

+ B2(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) + B3(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) +Qns(f, f)(t0, x0, v0)

. −qs|v0|γg(v0) < 0

which contradicts the inequality 0 = ∂tg(t0, v0) 6 ∂tf(t0, x0, v0) = Q(f, f)(t0, x0, v0)

at this contact point. This shows that the contact point does not exist and concludes
the proof of the propagation of pointwise moments.

When γ < 0 and q > d+ 1 large enough the only additional difficulty is the second
term on the right hand side of the control on Qns. But

g(v0)1−γ/d . N1−γ/d
0 |v0|−q+q/dγ

and the exponent of |v0| is strictly lower than that of G(f, f), uniformly in q > d+ 1,
so is dominated by G(f, f) by taking |v0| large enough (through N0 large enough).
Finally taking q large enough yields the same contradiction as before.
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4.5. Appearance of low pointwise moments for γ 6 0. — Consider as before g(v) =

N(t) min(1, |v|−q) with q > 0 to be restricted later, and N(t) = N0t
−d/2s and N0 =

N0(m0,M0, E0, H0, γ, s, d) is a large constant to be determined below. As before it is
sufficient to prove that the conclusion holds for t ∈ (0, 1].

At the first contact point g(t0, v0) = f(t0, x0, v0) and Theorem 4.1 implies that
N0 min(1, |v0|−q) 6 N∞ which shows that |v0| & N

1/q
0 can be made large by choos-

ing N0 large enough. Apply Propositions 3.3, 3.7, 3.8, 3.10 and 3.11 at this contact
point (note that we do not track the dependency in q since it is bounded here):

G(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) . −|v0|(γ+2s)+2s/dg(v0)1+2s/d from Proposition 3.3,
B1(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) . |v0|γ−2g(v0) from Proposition 3.7,

(B2 + B3)(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) . |v0|γg(v0) from Proposition 3.10,

Qns(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) . |v0|γg(v0) + g(v0)1−γ/d from Proposition 3.11.

To check that the first negative term dominates the other terms (i.e., is larger
than, say, twice all the other terms for N0 large enough), there are three independent
conditions to check: (1) that the (negative) exponent of |v0| is strictly greater in
this negative term than the corresponding exponents in all the other terms, and (2)
that the (positive) power of N(t) is strictly greater in this negative term than the
corresponding exponents in all the other terms, and finally (3) that the exponent
of |v0| in the negative term is greater or equal than that of the barrier, i.e., q. Note in
particular that the two first conditions must be checked independently since |v0| can
be possibly be much larger than N1/q

0 . As far as (1) is concerned, check that

γ + 2s+
2s

d
− q − q 2s

d
> γ − 2− q for all q ∈ [0, 3(d+ 1)) ⊃ [0, d+ 1),

γ + 2s+
2s

d
− q − q 2s

d
> γ − q for all q ∈ [0, d+ 1),

γ + 2s+
2s

d
− q − q 2s

d
> −q + q

γ

d
for all q >

[
0, d+

2s

γ + 2s

)
⊃ [0, d+ 1).

As far as (2) is concerned, check that

1 +
2s

d
> 1 for all q ∈ R+ ⊃ [0, d+ 1),

1 +
2s

d
> 1− γ

d
for all q ∈ R+ ⊃ [0, d+ 1),

where we have used γ+ 2s > 0 in the last inequality. As far as (3) is concerned, check
that

γ + 2s+
2s

d
− q − q 2s

d
> −q for all q ∈

[
0, d+ 1 +

dγ

2s

]
.

We thus impose the most restrictive condition q = d + 1 + dγ/2s if γ < 0. In the
limit case γ = 0, observe however that if the condition (1) above is saturated (same
exponents of |v0|) and the condition (3) is satisfied, but the condition (2) is strict
(strictly greater exponent of N(t) is the negative term), we can still prove that the
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negative term dominates by taking N0 large enough. This proves in all cases that, by
choosing N0 and thus |v0| large enough:

Q(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) . −|v0|(γ+2s)+2s/dg(v)1+2s/d

. −N(t)1+2s/d|v0|−d−1−dγ/2s ≈ −N(t)2s/dN ′(t)|v|−d−1−dγ/2s,

which contradicts ∂tg(t0, v0) 6 Q(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) at the contact point by picking N0

large enough.

5. Relaxing partially the qualitative rapid decay assumption

This section discusses various ways of weakening the qualitative assumptions made
on the initial data in 1.2. Observe first that if a clean local existence and stability
theory was available in Hk(〈v〉) for hard potentials, and some k, q, then it would be
possible to use the generation of L1 moments conditionally to hydrodynamic bounds in
the style of [31, §5.3.1], together with interpolation, to deduce the qualitative pointwise
moments. In the case of soft potentials such a local existence and stability theory is
available in [46] but the propagation of L1 moments conditionally to hydrodynamic
bounds is not available: if it was, an approximation argument on the initial data
(truncating its support) could be performed. We postpone this discussion to another
work.

Meanwhile we discuss here how to weaken the qualitative decay assumed in Def-
inition 1.2 by approximation argument on the barrier g(t, v) used in the maximum
principle arguments.

5.1. Solutions without rapid decay and statement

Definition 5.1 (Classical solutions to the Boltzmann equation with mild decay)
Given T ∈ (0,+∞], we say that a function f : [0, T ] × Td × Rd → [0,+∞) is a

classical solution to the Boltzmann equation (1.1) with mild decay if
– the function f is differentiable in t and x and twice differentiable in v everywhere;
– the equation (1.1) holds classically at every point;
– The limit lim|v|→∞ f(t, x, v) = 0 holds uniformly in t ∈ [0, T ] and x ∈ Td.

Theorem 5.2 (Pointwise moment bounds revisited). — Let γ ∈ R and s ∈ (0, 1) satisfy
γ+2s ∈ [0, 2] and f be a solution of the Boltzmann equation (1.1) as in Definition 5.1
such that f(0, x, v) = f0(x, v) in Td × Rd and (1.3) holds. Then

(1) If γ ∈ (−2, 0] and q = d+ 1 + γd/2s if γ < 0 or q ∈ [0, q+ 1), then there exists
N > 0 depending on m0,M0, E0, H0, d and s such that

∀ t ∈ (0, T ], x ∈ Td, v ∈ Rd, f(t, x, v) 6 N
(
1 + t−d/2s

)
min(1, |v|−q).

(2) If γ > 0 there exists a constant N > 0 depending on m0,M0, E0, H0, d and s,
and a power β > 0 such that

∀ t ∈ (0, T ], x ∈ Td, v ∈ Rd, f(t, x, v) 6 N
(
1 + t−β

)
min(1, |v|−d−1).
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(3) If γ 6 0 and γ + 2s < 1, there exists q0 depending on d, s, γ,m0,M0, E0, H0

such that for all q > q0 and f0 6 C min(1, |v|−q) then there exists N depending on
C,m0,M0, E0, H0, q, d and s such that

∀ t ∈ [0, T ], x ∈ Td, v ∈ Rd, f(t, x, v) 6 N min(1, |v|−q).

(4) If γ > 0, there exists q0 > 0 such that if

lim
|v|→∞

|v|−q0f(t, x, v) = 0

holds uniformly in t ∈ [0, T ] and x ∈ Td, then for all q > 0, there exists constants N
and β > 0 depending on m0,M0, E0, H0, q, d and s such that

∀ t ∈ (0, T ], x ∈ Td, v ∈ Rd, f(t, x, v) 6 N
(
1 + t−β

)
min(1, |v|−q).

Remark 5.3
(1) Note that for γ > 0, we know from part (2) that for all t > 0,

lim
|v|→∞

|v|−qf(t, x, v) = 0,

for any q < d+1. The assumption in part (4) would be automatically true if q0 < d+1.
Unfortunately, it is hard to compute q0 explicitly from our proof.

(2) The only purpose of the technical assumption γ + 2s < 1 in (3) is to handle
the error term – see ε|v|−d−1+ε in (5.2) below. It is most likely not necessary. It is
certainly not necessary for the a priori estimate if we knew that our solution decays
faster than |v|−d−2 at infinity.

The proof follows the same pattern as before. The only new difficulty is to prove
the existence of the first contact point, and avoid the situation where it would appear
asymptotically as |v| → ∞. To this purpose we modify the barrier functions used in
Section 4 by adding arbitrarily small correctors: g̃ = g+ e. The correctors are related
to the decay known on g, in order to ensure the existence of the first contact point.

– For parts (1), (2) and (3) with q 6 d+ 1, we use a constant corrector

(5.1) g̃(t, v) = N(t)
(
1 ∧ |v|−q

)
+ e with e = ε > 0.

– For part (3) with q > d+ 1 and γ 6 0, we use

(5.2) g̃(t, v) = N(t)
(
1 ∧ |v|−q

)
+ e(t, v) with e(t, v) := ε(t)

(
1 ∧ |v|−d−1+η

)

for certain choices of N(t) and ε(t) and η > 0.
– For part (4) with γ > 0, it is enough to consider q > q0 and we use

(5.3) g(t, v) = N(t)
(
1 ∧ |v|−q

)
+ e(t, v) with e(t, v) := ε(t)

(
1 ∧ |v|−q0

)

for certain choices of N(t) and ε(t).
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5.2. Technical estimates on the collision operator. — The following results are
variations of the corresponding results in Section 3 when taking into account the
correctors to the barrier function. We define the decomposition Qs = G+B1 +B2 +B3

as before in (3.2)-(3.6).

Proposition 5.4 (Estimate of G(f, g) useful for large q). — Let f be a non-negative
function satisfying (1.3) and g given by (5.1), (5.2) or (5.3) with q > 0. Then there
exists a radius Rq = CR(1 + q) so that

∀ |v| > Rq, G(f, g)(v) .





−qsN |v|γ−q if g is as in (5.1),

−qsN |v|γ−q − ε(t)|v|γ−(d+1)+η if g is as in (5.2),

−qsN |v|γ−q − qs0ε(t)|v|γ−q0 if g is as in (5.3).

where the constants CR > 0 and in the latter inequality are independent of q.

Proof. — It is a straight forward modification of Proposition 3.1 adding an extra
correction term. In the case g is as in (5.1), note that the extra terms +ε will cancel
out in the upper bound for (f(v′)− f(v)). �

Proposition 5.5 (Estimate of G(f, f) useful for not-so-large q)
Assume f satisfies (3.1) for of the form (5.1) or (5.2) and q > 0. Then there

exists Rq = CR(1 + q) so that

∀ v ∈ Rd | |v| > Rq, G(f, g)(v) .q −g(v)1+2s/d|v|γ+2s+2s/d.

Proof. — We follow the same ideas as in the proof of Proposition 3.3. We first analyse
the range of values of v where the inequality follows from Proposition 5.4.

If g is given by (5.1), then the estimate of Proposition 5.5 derives from Proposi-
tion 5.4 for |v| > 1 and ε ∈ (0, 1) such that

ε

3
6 N |v|−q .q |v|−(d+1).

Indeed it implies ε1+2s/d . N |v|−q−2s−2s/d and (N |v|−q)1+2s/d . N |v|−q−2s−2s/d

which in turn yields
g(v)1+2s/d . N |v|−q−2s−2s/d

and then the conclusion follows from Proposition 5.4.
If now g is given by (5.2) or (5.3), then the estimate of Proposition 5.5 derives from

Proposition 5.4 as soon as |v| > 1, ε ∈ (0, 1) and g(v) .q |v|−(d+1). Indeed, we then
have g(v)2s/d|v|2s+2s/d .q 1 and the conclusion follows.

We are left with two cases: (1) when g(v) &q |v|−(d+1) with g given by (5.1), (5.2)
or (5.3), or (2) when g(v) < ε/3 and g is of the form (5.1).

In both cases, we argue as in the proof of Proposition 3.1. We pick r > 0 such that

|Ξ(t, x, v) ∩Br| =
42E0

|v|2g(v)
.
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and deduce

G(f, g)(v) 6
∫

Ξ(t,x,v)∩Br∩{f(v+w)6g(v)/2}

[g(v)

2
− g(v + w)

]
Kf (v, v + w) dw.

As in Proposition 3.1, this is a useful estimate if g(v + w) > g(v)/2 for w ∈ Ξ ∩ Br.
If g(v) &q |v|−d−1, we end the proof as in Proposition 3.1 (by choosing an appro-
priately large constant Cq). If g is given by (5.1) and N |v|−q 6 ε/3, then we have
for all w ∈ Rd that g(v + w) > 3g(v)/4. This also allows to continue the proof and
conclude. �

Proposition 5.6 (Estimate of B1(f, g) for all q > 0). — Let f be a non-negative
function satisfying (1.3). Let g be of the form (5.1), (5.2) or (5.3) with q > 0. Then
for |v| > 2,

B1(f, g)(v) . (1 + q)22q|v|γ−2g(v)

with constant uniform in q.

Proof. — It is a straight forward adaptation of the proof of Proposition 3.7. �

Proposition 5.7 (Estimate of B2(f, f) for large q). — Let f be a non-negative function
satisfying (1.3). Assume f 6 g for all v ∈ Rd and either g is of the form (5.2) with
γ + 2s < 1 − η, or g is of the form (5.3) with q0 > d + γ + 2s. Assume further that
q > γ + 2s+ d. Then for |v| > 2

B2(f, f).





1

q − (d+ γ + 2s)
|v|−q+γ + ε|v|−d−1+η+γ if g is as in (5.2),

1

q − (d+ γ + 2s)
|v|−q+γ + ε

1

q0 − (d+ γ + 2s)
|v|−q0+γ if g is as in (5.3).

Proof. — It is the result of the same computation as in the proof of Proposition 3.8
but with the extra correction terms. The purpose of the assumptions γ + 2s < 1− η
or q0 > d+ γ + 2s is to make sure the tail of the integral

∫

v′∗∈v+(v′−v)⊥
g(v′∗)|v − v∗|γ+2s+1 dv′∗

is convergent (which was also the purpose of the assumption q > γ + 2s− d). �

Proposition 5.8 (Estimate of B3(f, f) for large q). — Let f be a non-negative function
satisfying (1.3). Assume f 6 g for all v ∈ Rd and g of the form (5.2) or (5.3) and
q > d+ γ + 2s. Then for all |v| > 2

B3(f, f)(v) .q
1

q − (d+ γ + 2s)
|v|γ−2g(v).

Remark 5.9. — The dependency in q of the constant is explicit and can be tracked
from the proof below.
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Proof. — The proof is similar to that of Proposition 3.9 but takes the extra corrector
term into account. Define for |v′| < |v|/2:

I3(v, v′) :=

∫

v′∗∈v+(v′−v)⊥
χ̃(v′∗)g(v′∗)|v − v′∗|γ+2s+1b̃(cos θ) dv′∗

and decompose v′∗ = |v|(v̂ + ũ) and calculate as before (the restriction χ̃ imposes
|v̂ + ũ| > c1(q))

I3(v, v′) . N |v|−q+γ+2s+d

∫

ũ∈(v′−v)⊥
χ̃(v′∗) |v̂ + ũ|−q |ũ|γ+2s+1 dũ

+ ε





|v|−(d+1)+η+γ+2s+d

∫
ũ∈(v′−v)⊥

|v̂+ũ|>cq

|v̂ + ũ|−(d+1)+η |ũ|γ+2s+1 dũ if g is as in (5.2),

|v|−q0+γ+2s+d

∫
ũ∈(v′−v)⊥

|v̂+ũ|>cq

|v̂ + ũ|−q0 |ũ|γ+2s+1 dũ if g is as in (5.3).

This implies the following estimates:

B3(f, f)(v) .





CqN |v|−q+γ−2 + ε|v|−(d+1)+η+γ−2 when g is as in (5.2),

CqN |v|−q+γ−2 + Cq0ε|v|−q0+γ−2 when g is as in (5.3),

which concludes the proof. �

Proposition 5.10 (Estimate of B2(f, g) + B3(f, g) for not-so-large q)
Let f be a non-negative function satisfying (1.3) and g be of the form (5.1) and

q ∈ [0, d+ 1]. Then for |v| > 2,

(B2 + B3)(f, g)(v) .





N |v|−d−1+γ if q > d− 1,

N |v|−d−1+γ ln(1 + |v|) if q = d− 1,

N |v|−q−2+γ if q < d− 1.

Proof. — The proof is identical to that of Proposition 3.10. Note that the extra
constant corrector term ε cancels out in the estimate f(v′)− f(v) 6 g(v′)− g(v). �

Proposition 5.11 (Estimate of Qns(f, f)). — Assume f satisfies (3.1) with g of the
form (5.1) or (5.2). Then for γ > 0

Qns(f, f)(v) . (1 + |v|)γg(v),

while for γ < 0,
Qns(f, f) . Cqg(v)1−γ/d + (1 + |v|)γg(v)

for some constant Cq depending on q.

Proof. — In the case γ > 0, the estimate Qns(f, f) . |v|γf(v) implies the result
follows for any form of the function g. In the case γ < 0, the proof of Proposition 3.11
applies as soon as g(v′) 6 Cqg(v) whenever |v′ − v| < |v|/2. This property is satisfied
for all the variants of the function g given by (5.1), (5.2) or (5.3). �
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5.3. Proof of Theorem 5.2

5.3.1. Proof of part (1). — It is identical to the proof of part (3) in Theorem 1.3 but
using

g̃(t, v) = N(t) min(1, |v|−q) + ε

for ε > 0 arbitrarily small. We apply Propositions 5.4, 5.6, 5.10 and 5.11 instead of
Propositions 3.1, 3.7, 3.10 and 3.11 and we arrive to the same set of inequalities that
imply the contradiction.

5.3.2. Proof of part (2). — We use the same estimates as for part (1), which
are not the same as the ones used for part (2) in Theorem 1.3. Set g̃(t, v) =

N(t) min(1, |v|−q) + ε and N(t) = N0t
−d/2s, where N0 is a large constant depending

on m0,M0, E0, H0, γ, s and d, to be determined below, and ε is arbitrarily small.
Apply Propositions 5.4, 5.6, 5.10 and 5.11 at the point of contact (t0, x0, v0), for |v0|
large enough:

G(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) . −|v0|(γ+2s)+2s/dg(v0)1+2s/d from Proposition 5.5,
B1(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) . |v0|γ−2g(v0) from Proposition 5.6,

(B2 + B3)(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) . |v0|γg(v0) from Proposition 5.10,
Qns(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) . |v0|γg(v0) from Proposition 5.11.

As before |v0| large can be imposed by taking N large, and the first negative term
dominates all other at large |v0| which contradicts ∂tg̃(t0, v0) 6 Q(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) and
concludes the proof.

5.3.3. Proof of part (3) in the case γ 6 0 and q = d + 1. — Consider a function g̃ of
the form (5.1) with q = d + 1 and ε > 0 arbitrarily small and N = N0 large enough
so that g̃(0, v) > f(0, x, v) everywhere (using the L∞ bound on f). The first contact
(t0, x0, v0), such that (3.1) holds true, exists because f goes to zero as |v| → +∞.
Using the L∞ bound and picking N large enough, we can force |v0| to be arbitrarily
large, and we can apply Propositions 5.5, 5.6, 5.10 and 5.11:

G(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) . −|v0|γ+2s+2s/dg(v0)1+2s/d from Proposition 5.5,
B1(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) . |v0|γ−2g(v0) from Proposition 5.6,

(B2 + B3)(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) . |v0|γg(v0) from Proposition 5.10,

Qns(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) . |v0|γg(v0) + Cqg(v0)1−γ/d from Proposition 5.11.

Since |v0|(γ+2s)+2s/d & (|v0|−q + ε)−(γ+2s)/(d+1)−2s/d(d+1) uniformly as ε → 0

(|v0| is not close to zero), the negative term dominates the term g(v0)1−γ/d by taking
N0 large enough, and we deduce for some constants K,C > 0

Q(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) 6 −K|v0|γ+2s+2s/dg(v0)1+2s/d + C|v0|γg(t, v),

6 |v|γg(t, v)(−KN2s/d
0 + C).

We choose N0 large enough to achieve the contradiction Q(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) < 0.
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5.3.4. Proof of part (3) in the case γ 6 0 and q large. — Having proved already that (3)
holds when q = d + 1, we now use the corrected barrier g̃ as in (5.2). The previous
subsubsection implies then f(t, x, v) < g(t, v) when v is sufficiently large and therefore
there is a first contact point (t0, x0, v0). Take ε(t) = ε0e

Cεt in (5.2), for ε0 > 0

arbitrarily small. As before we impose |v0| large thanks to the L∞ by choosing N0

large enough, and we now apply Propositions 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, 5.7, 5.8 and 5.11. Following
the same computations as in the proof of part (1) of Theorem 1.3, the principal
terms cancel out and we are left with the terms derived from the correction term
ε(t)|v0|−d−1+η. We get

Q(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) 6 Cε(t)|v0|γ+d+1−η.

Since γ 6 0 and |v0| is large, we have Q(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) < Cεε(t) for some Cε > 0.
We plug Cε in the corrector ε(t) = ε0e

Cεt and achieve the contradiction.

5.3.5. Proof of part (4). — We now use g̃ as in (5.3) with N(t) = N0t
−β with β :=

(q/γ) − d/2s and ε(t) = ε0t
−β0 with β0 := q0/γ − d/2s and N0 large enough and ε0

arbitrarily small and the exponents q and q0 large enough, to be chosen later. The
first contact point (t0, x0, v0) exists because of the convergence |v|q0f(t, x, v) → 0 as
|v| → +∞ and the corrector term. We impose |v0| large enough by taking N0 large
enough, and we apply Propositions 5.4, 5.6, 5.7, 5.8 and 5.11:

G(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) . −qsN(t)|v0|−q+γ − qs0ε(t)|v0|−q0+γ from Proposition 5.4,
B1(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) .q,q0 N(t)|v0|−q+γ−2 + ε(t)|v0|−q0+γ−2 from Proposition 5.6,

B2(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) . 1

q
N(t)|v0|−q+γ +

1

q0
ε(t)|v0|−q0+γ from Proposition 5.7,

B3(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) .q,q0 N(t)|v0|−q+γ−2 + ε(t)|v0|−q0+γ−2 from Proposition 5.8,
Qns(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) . N(t)|v0|−q+γ + ε(t)|v0|−q0+γ from Proposition 5.11.

The first negative term dominates all other term when q and q0 and |v0| are sufficiently
large and we deduce

Q(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) . −qsN(t)|v0|−q+γ − qs0ε(t)|v0|−q0+γ .

We use that |v0| &q N1/q
0 t−1/γ to get

Q(f, f)(t0, x0, v0) . −qst−β−1|v0|−q − qs0ε0t
β−1|v0|−q0 ,

which yields a contradiction for q > q0 large enough, and finishes the proof.
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